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The physics program in Hall A at Jefferson Lab commenced in the summer of 1997 with a detailed
investigation of the16Ose,e8pd reaction in quasielastic, constantsq,vd kinematics atQ2<0.8 sGeV/cd2, q
<1 GeV/c, andv<445 MeV. Use of a self-calibrating, self-normalizing, thin-film waterfall target enabled a
systematically rigorous measurement. Five-fold differential cross-section data for the removal of protons from
the 1p-shell have been obtained for 0,pmiss,350 MeV/c. Six-fold differential cross-section data for
0,Emiss,120 MeV were obtained for 0,pmiss,340 MeV/c. These results have been used to extract theALT

asymmetry and theRL, RT, RLT, andRL+TT effective response functions over a large range ofEmiss andpmiss.
Detailed comparisons of the 1p-shell data with Relativistic Distorted-Wave Impulse Approximation(RDWIA),
Relativistic Optical-Model Eikonal Approximation(ROMEA), and Relativistic Multiple-Scattering Glauber
Approximation(RMSGA) calculations indicate that two-body currents stemming from meson-exchange cur-
rents (MEC) and isobar currents(IC) are not needed to explain the data at thisQ2. Further, dynamical
relativistic effects are strongly indicated by the observed structure inALT at pmiss<300 MeV/c. For
25,Emiss,50 MeV andpmiss<50 MeV/c, proton knockout from the 1s1/2-state dominates, and ROMEA
calculations do an excellent job of explaining the data. However, aspmiss increases, the single-particle behavior
of the reaction is increasingly hidden by more complicated processes, and for 280,pmiss,340 MeV/c,
ROMEA calculations together with two-body currents stemming from MEC and IC account for the shape and
transverse nature of the data, but only about half the magnitude of the measured cross section. For
50,Emiss,120 MeV and 145,pmiss,340 MeV/c, se,e8pNd calculations which include the contributions of
central and tensor correlations(two-nucleon correlations) together with MEC and IC(two-nucleon currents)
account for only about half of the measured cross section. The kinematic consistency of the 1p-shell normal-
ization factors extracted from these data with respect to all available16Ose,e8pd data is also examined in detail.
Finally, theQ2-dependence of the normalization factors is discussed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.70.034606 PACS number(s): 25.30.Fj, 24.70.1s, 27.20.1n

I. INTRODUCTION

Exclusive and semi-exclusivese,e8pd in quasielastic(QE)
kinematics1 has long been used as a precision

tool for the study of nuclear electromagnetic responses(see
Refs. [1–4]). Cross-section data have provided information
used to study the single-nucleon aspects of nuclear structure
and the momentum distributions of protons bound inside the
nucleus, as well as to search for non-nucleonic degrees of
freedom and to stringently test nuclear theories. Effective
response-function separations2 have been used to extract de-
tailed information about the different reaction mechanisms
contributing to the cross section since they are selectively
sensitive to different aspects of the nuclear current.

Some of the first se,e8pd energy- and momentum-
distribution measurements were made by Amaldiet al. [5].
These results, and those which followed(see Refs.[1,2,6]),
were interpreted within the framework of single-particle
knockout from nuclear valence states, even though the mea-
sured cross-section data was as much as 40% lower than
predicted by the models of the time. The first relativistic
calculations forse,e8pd bound-state proton knockout were
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1Kinematically, an electron scattered through an angleue transfers

momentumq and energyv with Q2=q2−v2. The ejected proton
has massmp, momentumpp, energyEp, and kinetic energyTp. In
QE kinematics,v<Q2/2mp. The cross section is typically mea-
sured as a function of missing energyEmiss=v−Tp−TB and missing
momentumpmiss= uq−ppu. TB is the kinetic energy of the residual
nucleus. The lab polar angle between the ejected proton and virtual
photon isupq and the azimuthal angle isf. upq.0° corresponds to
f=180°, up.uq, and +pmiss. upq,0° corresponds tof=0°,
up,uq, and −pmiss.

2In the One-Photon Exchange Approximation(OPEA), the unpo-
larized se,e8pd cross section can be expressed as the sum of four
independent response functions:RL (longitudinal), RT (transverse),
RLT (longitudinal-transverse interference), and RTT (transverse-
transverse interference). See also Eq.(4).
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performed by Picklesimer, Van Orden, and Wallace[7–9].
Such Relativistic Distorted-Wave Impulse Approximation
(RDWIA) calculations are generally expected to be more ac-
curate at higherQ2, since QEse,e8pd is expected to be domi-
nated by single-particle interactions in this regime of four-
momentum transfer.

Other aspects of the structure as well as of the reaction
mechanism have generally been studied at higher missing
energysEmissd. While it is experimentally convenient to per-
form measurements spanning the valence-state knockout and
higherEmiss excitation regions simultaneously, there is as of
yet no rigorous, coherent theoretical picture that uniformly
explains the data for allEmiss and all missing momentum
spmissd. In the past, the theoretical tools used to describe the
two energy regimes have been somewhat different. Müther
and Dickhoff[10] suggest that the regions are related mainly
by the transfer of strength from the valence states to higher
Emiss.

The nucleus16O has long been a favorite of theorists,
since it has a doubly closed shell whose structure is thus
easier to model than other nuclei. It is also a convenient
target for experimentalists. While the knockout of 1p-shell
protons from16O has been studied extensively in the past at
lower Q2, few data were available at higherEmissand no data
were available at higherQ2 when this experiment was con-
ceived in 1989.

A. 1p-shell knockout

The knockout of 1p-shell protons in 16Ose,e8pd was
studied by Bernheimet al. [11] and Chinitzet al. [12] at
Saclay, Spaltroet al. [13] and Leuschneret al. [14] at
NIKHEF, and Blomqvist et al. [15] at Mainz at
Q2,0.4 sGeV/cd2. In these experiments, cross-section
data for the lowest-lying fragments of each shell were
measured as a function ofpmiss, and normalization factors
(relating how much lower the measured cross-section data
were than predicted) were extracted. These published
normalization factors ranged between 0.5 and 0.7, but Kelly
[2,4] has since demonstrated that the Mainz data suggest
a significantly smaller normalization factor(see also Table
X).

Several calculations exist(see Refs.[16–21]) which dem-
onstrate the sensitivity3 of the longitudinal-transverse inter-
ference response functionRLT and the corresponding left-

right asymmetryALT
4 to “spinor distortion” (see Appendix

A 1), especially for the removal of bound-state protons. Such
calculations predict that proper inclusion of these dynamical
relativistic effects is needed to simultaneously reproduce the
cross-section data,ALT, andRLT.

Figure 1 shows the effective responseRLT as a function of
pmiss for the removal of protons from the 1p-shell of 16O for
the QE data obtained by Chinitzet al. at Q2=0.3 sGeV/cd2

(open circles) and Spaltroet al. at Q2=0.2 sGeV/cd2 (solid
circles) together with modern RDWIA calculations(see
Secs. IV and V for a complete discussion of the calcula-
tions). The solid lines correspond to the 0.2sGeV/cd2 data,
while the dashed lines correspond to theQ2=0.3 sGeV/cd2

data. Overall, agreement is good, and as anticipated, im-
proves with increasingQ2.

B. Higher missing energies

Few data are available for16Ose,e8pd at higherEmiss, and
much of what is known about this excitation region is from

3In the nonrelativistic Plane-Wave Impulse Approximation
(PWIA), the transverse amplitude in theRLT response is uniquely
determined by the convection current. At higherQ2, it is well-
known that the convection current yields small matrix elements. As
a result, the nonrelativistic Impulse Approximation(IA ) contribu-
tions which dominateRL and RT are suppressed inRLT (and thus
ALT). Hence, these observables are particularly sensitive to any
mechanisms beyond the IA, such as channel coupling and relativ-
istic and two-body current mechanisms[89].

4ALT;fssf=0°d−ssf=180°dg / fssf=0°d+ssf=180°dg. ALT

is a particularly useful quantity for experimentalists because it is
systematically much less challenging to extract than either an abso-
lute cross section or an effective response function.

FIG. 1. Longitudinal-transverse interference effective responses
RLT as a function ofpmiss for the removal of protons from the
1p-shell of16O. The open and filled circles were extracted from QE
data obtained by Chinitzet al. at Q2=0.3 sGeV/cd2 and
Spaltro et al. at Q2=0.2 sGeV/cd2, respectively. The dashedfQ2

=0.3 sGeV/cd2g and solidfQ2=0.2 sGeV/cd2g curves are modern
RDWIA calculations. Overall, agreement is good, and improves
with increasingQ2.
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studies of other nuclei such as12C. At MIT-Bates, a series of
12Cse,e8pd experiments have been performed at missing en-
ergies above the two-nucleon emission threshold(see Refs.
[22–26]). The resulting cross-section data were much larger
than the predictions of single-particle knockout models.5 In
particular, Ulmeret al. [23] identified a marked increase in
the transverse-longitudinal differenceST−SL.6 A similar in-
crease has subsequently been observed by Lanenet al. for
6Li [27], by van der Steenhovenet al. for 12C [28], and most
recently by Duttaet al. for 12C [29], 56Fe, and197Au [30].
The transverse increase exists over a large range of four-
momentum transfers, though the excess at lowerpmiss seems
to decrease with increasingQ2. Theoretical attempts by
Takaki [31], the Ghent Group[32], and Gil et al. [33] to
explain the data at highEmiss using two-body knockout mod-
els coupled to Final-State Interactions(FSI) have not suc-
ceeded. Even for QE kinematics, this transverse increase
which starts at the two-nucleon knockout threshold seems to
be a strong signature of multinucleon currents.

II. EXPERIMENT

This experiment[34,35], first proposed by Bertozziet al.
in 1989, was the inaugural physics investigation performed
in Hall A [36] (the High Resolution Spectrometer Hall) at the
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility(JLab) [37].
An overview of the apparatus in the Hall at the time of this
measurement is shown in Fig. 2. For a thorough discussion
of the experimental infrastructure and its capabilities, the in-
terested reader is directed to the paper by Alcornet al. [38].
For the sake of completeness, a subset of the aforementioned
information is presented here.

A. Electron beam

Unpolarized 70mA continuous electron beams with ener-
gies of 0.843, 1.643, and 2.442 GeV(corresponding to the
virtual photon polarizations shown in Table I) were used for
this experiment. A subsequent analysis of the data demon-
strated that the actual beam energies were within 0.3% of the
nominal values[39]. The typical laboratory ±4s beam enve-
lope at the target was 0.5 mm(horizontal) by 0.1 mm(ver-
tical). Beam-current monitors[40] (calibrated using an Unser
monitor [41]) were used to determine the total charge deliv-

ered to the target to an accuracy of 2%[42]. Beam-position
monitors(BPMs) [43,44] were used to ensure that the loca-
tion of the beam at the target was no more than 0.2 mm from
the beamline axis, and that the instantaneous angle between
the beam and the beamline axis was no larger than
0.15 mrad. The readout from the BCM and BPMs was con-
tinuously passed into the data stream[45]. Noninteracting
electrons were dumped in a well-shielded, high-power beam
dump [46] located roughly 30 m from the target.

B. Target

A waterfall target [47] positioned inside a scattering
chamber located at the center of the Hall provided the H2O
used for this study of16O. The target canister was a rectan-
gular box 20 cm long315 cm wide310 cm high contain-
ing air at atmospheric pressure. The beam entrance and exit
windows to this canister were, respectively, 50mm and
75 mm gold-plated beryllium foils. Inside the canister, three

51s-shell nucleons are generally knocked out from high-density
regions of the target nucleus. In these high-density regions, the IA is
expected to be less valid than for knockout from the valence
1p-shell states lying near the surface. In this region of “less-valid”
IA, sizeable contributions to the 1s-shell cross-section data arise
from two-nucleon current contributions stemming from meson-
exchange currents(MEC) and isobar currents(IC). In addition to
affecting the single-nucleon knockout cross section, the two-
nucleon currents can result in substantial multi-nucleon knockout
contributions to the higherEmiss continuum cross section[89].

6The transverse-longitudinal difference isST−SL, where SX

=sMottvXRX/sep
X , and Xe hT,Lj. sep

X represents components of the
off-shell ep cross section and may be calculated using the CC1,
CC2, or CC3 prescriptions of de Forest[117].

FIG. 2. The experimental infrastructure in Hall A at Jefferson
Lab at the time of this experiment. The electron beam passed
through a beam-current monitor(BCM) and beam-position moni-
tors (BPMs) before striking a waterfall target located in the scatter-
ing chamber. Scattered electrons were detected in the HRSe, while
knocked-out protons were detected in the HRSh. Noninteracting
electrons were dumped. The spectrometers could be rotated about
the central pivot.

TABLE I. The QE, constantsq,vd kinematics employed in this
measurement. At each beam energy,q<1 GeV/c, v<445 MeV,
andQ2<0.8 sGeV/cd2.

Ebeam

(GeV)
ue

(°)
Virtual photon

polarization
upq

(°)

0.843 100.76 0.21 0, 8, 16

1.643 37.17 0.78 0, ±8

2.442 23.36 0.90 0, ±2.5, ±8, ±16, ±20
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thin, parallel, flowing water films served as targets. This
three-film configuration was superior to a single film 33
thicker because it reduced the target-associated multiple scat-
tering and energy loss for particles originating in the first two
films and it allowed for the determination of the film in
which the scattering vertex was located, thereby facilitating a
better overall correction for energy loss. The films were de-
fined by 2 mm32 mm stainless-steel posts. Each film was
separated by 25 mm along the direction of the beam, and
was rotated beam right such that the normal to the film sur-
face made an angle of 30° with respect to the beam direction.
This geometry ensured that particles originating from any
given film would not intersect any other film on their way
into the spectrometers.

The thickness of the films could be changed by varying
the speed of the water flow through the target loop via a
pump. The average film thicknesses were fixed at
s130±2.5%d mg/cm2 along the direction of the beam
throughout the experiment, which provided a good trade-off
between resolution and target thickness. The thickness of the
central water film was determined by comparing16Ose,e8d
cross-section data measured atq<330 MeV/c obtained
from both the film and as155±1.5%d mg/cm2 BeO target
foil placed in a solid-target ladder mounted beneath the target
canister. The thicknesses of the side films were determined
by comparing the concurrently measured1Hse,ed cross sec-
tion obtained from these side films to that obtained from the
central film. Instantaneous variations in the target-film thick-
nesses were monitored throughout the entire experiment by
continuously measuring the1Hse,ed cross section.

C. Spectrometers and detectors

The base apparatus used in the experiment was a pair of
optically identical 4 GeV/c superconducting High Resolu-
tion Spectrometers(HRS) [48]. These spectrometers have a
nominal 9% momentum bite and a FWHM momentum reso-
lution Dp/p of roughly 10−4. The nominal laboratory angular
acceptance is ±25 mrad(horizontal) by ±50 mrad(vertical).
Scattered electrons were detected in the Electron Spectrom-
eter sHRSed, and knocked-out protons were detected in the
Hadron SpectrometersHRShd (see Fig. 2). Before the experi-
ment, the absolute momentum calibration of the spectrom-
eters was determined toDp/p=1.5310−3 [39]. Before and
during the experiment, both the optical properties and accep-
tances of the spectrometers were studied[49]. Some optical
parameters are presented in Table II. During the experiment,
the locations of the spectrometers were surveyed to an accu-

racy of 0.3 mrad at every angular location[50]. The status of
the magnets was continuously monitored and logged[45].

The detector packages were located in well-shielded de-
tector huts built on decks located above each spectrometer
(approximately 25 m from the target and 15 m above the
floor of the Hall). The bulk of the instrumentation electronics
was also located in these huts, and operated remotely from
the Counting House. The HRSe detector package consisted
of a pair of thin scintillator planes[51] used to create trig-
gers, a Vertical Drift Chamber(VDC) package[52,53] used
for particle tracking, and a GasČerenkov counter[54] used
to distinguish betweenp− and electron events. Identical ele-
ments, except for the GasČerenkov counter, were also
present in the HRSh detector package. The status of the vari-
ous detector subsystems was continuously monitored and
logged[45]. The individual operating efficiencies of each of
these three devices was.99%.

D. Electronics and data acquisition

For a given spectrometer, a coincidence between signals
from the two trigger-scintillator planes indicated a “single-
arm” event. Simultaneous HRSe and HRSh singles events
were recorded as “coincidence” events. The basic trigger
logic [55] allowed a prescaled fraction of single-arm events
to be written to the data stream. Enough HRSe singles were
taken for a 1% statistics1Hse,ed cross-section measurement
at each kinematics. Each spectrometer had its own VME
crate (for scalers) and FASTBUS crate(for ADCs and
TDCs). The crates were managed by readout controllers
(ROCs). In addition to overseeing the state of the run, a
trigger supervisor(TS) generated the triggers which caused
the ROCs to read out the crates on an event-by-event basis.
The VME (scaler) crate was also read out every ten seconds.
An event builder(EB) collected the resulting data shards into
events. An analyzer/data distributer(ANA/DD ) analyzed
and/or sent these events to the disk of the data-acquisition
computer. The entire data-acquisition system was managed
using the software toolkitCODA [56].

Typical scaler events were about 0.5 kb in length. Typical
single-arm events were also about 0.5 kb, while typical co-
incidence events were about 1.0 kb. The acquisition dead-
time was monitored by measuring the TS output-to-input ra-
tio for each event type. The event rates were set by varying
the prescale factors and the beam current such that the DAQ
computer was busy at most only 20% of the time. This re-
sulted in a relatively low event rate(a few kHz), at which the
electronics deadtime was,1%. Online analyzers[57] were
used to monitor the quality of the data as it was taken. Even-
tually, the data were transferred to magnetic tape. The ulti-
mate data analysis was performed on the DEC-8400 CPU
farm ABACUS [58] at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology using the analysis packageESPACE[59].

III. ANALYSIS

The interested reader is directed to the Ph.D. theses of
Gao[60] and Liyanage[61] for a complete discussion of the

TABLE II. Selected results from the optics commissioning.

Parameter
Resolution

(FWHM)
Reconstruction

accuracy

Out-of-plane angle 6.00 mrad ±0.60 mrad

In-plane angle 2.30 mrad ±0.23 mrad

ytarget 2.00 mm 0.20 mm

Dp/p 2.5310−4
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data analysis. For the sake of completeness, a subset of the
aforementioned information is presented here.

A. Timing corrections and particle identification

The identification of coincidencese,e8pd events was in
general a straightforward process. Software corrections were
applied to remove timing variations induced by the trigger-
scintillator circuit and thus sharpen all flight-time peaks.
These included corrections to proton flight times due to
variations in the proton kinetic energies, and corrections for
variations in the electron and proton path lengths through the
spectrometers. Pion rejection was performed using a flight-
time cut forp+s in the HRSh and the GasČerenkov forp−s
in the HRSe. A sharp, clear, coincidence Time-of-Flight
(TOF) peak with a FWHM of 1.8 ns resulted(see Fig. 3).
High-energy correlated protons which punched through the
HRSh collimator (,10% of the prompt yield) were rejected
by requiring both spectrometers to independently reconstruct
the coincidence-event vertex in the vicinity of the same wa-
ter film. The resulting prompt-peak yields for each water film
were corrected for uncorrelated(random) events present in
the peak-time region on a bin-by-bin basis as per the method

suggested by Owens[62]. These per-film yields were then
normalized individually.

B. Normalization

The relative focal-plane efficiencies for each of the two
spectrometers were measured independently for each of the
three water films at every spectrometer excitation used in the
experiment. By measuring the same single-arm cross section
at different locations on the spectrometer focal planes, varia-
tions in the relative efficiencies were identified. The position
variation across the focal plane was investigated by system-
atically shifting the central excitation of the spectrometer
about the mean momentum setting in a series of discrete
steps such that the full momentum acceptance was
“mapped”. A smooth, slowly varying dip-region cross sec-
tion was used instead of a single discrete peak for continuous
coverage of the focal plane. The relative-efficiency profiles
were unfolded from these data using the programRELEFF

[63] by Baghaei. For each water film, solid-angle cuts were
then applied to select the “flat” regions of the angular accep-
tance. These cuts reduced the spectrometer apertures by
roughly 20% to about 4.8 msr. Finally, relative-momentum
cuts were applied to select the flat regions of momentum
acceptance. These cuts reduced the spectrometer momentum
acceptance by roughly 22% to −3.7%,d,3.3%. The re-
sulting acceptance profile of each spectrometer was uniform
to within 1%.

The absolute efficiency at which the two spectrometers
operated in coincidence mode was given by

e = ee · ep · ecoin, s1d

where ee was the single-arm HRSe efficiency, ep was the
single-arm HRSh efficiency, andecoin was the coincidence-
trigger efficiency. The quantitysep·ecoind was measured at
upq=0° andEbeam=0.843 GeV using the1Hse,ed reaction. A
0.7 msr collimator was placed in front of the HRSe. In these
kinematics, the cone of recoil protons fit entirely into the
central flat-acceptance region of the HRSh. The number of
1Hse,ed events where the proton was also detected was com-
pared to the number of1Hse,ed events where the proton was
not detected to yield a product of efficienciessep·ecoind of
98.9%. The 1.1% effect was due to proton absorption in the
waterfall target exit windows, spectrometer windows, and
the first layer of trigger scintillators. Since the central field of
the HRSh was held constant throughout the entire experi-
ment, this measurement was applicable to each of the hadron
kinematics employed. A similar method was used to deter-
mine the quantitysee·ecoind at each of the three HRSe field
settings. Instead of a collimator, software cuts applied to the
recoil protons were used to ensure that the cone of scattered
electrons fit entirely into the central flat-acceptance region of
the HRSe. This product of efficiencies was.99%. Thus, the
coincidence efficiencyecoin was firmly established at nearly
100%. A nominal systematic uncertainty of ±1.5% was at-
tributed toe.

The quantitysL ·eed, whereL is the luminosity(the prod-
uct of the effective target thickness and the number of inci-
dent electrons) was determined to ±4% by comparing the

FIG. 3. Yield spectrum obtained atEbeam=0.843 GeV andupq

=+8°, corresponding topmiss=148 MeV/c. Pion rejection has been
performed, and all timing corrections have been applied. The top
panel shows a scatterplot ofpmiss versusEmiss. The dark vertical
bands project into the peaks located at 12.1 and 18.3 MeV in the
bottom panel. These peaks correspond to protons knocked-out of
the 1p1/2- and 1p3/2-states of16O, respectively. TheEmiss resolution
was roughly 0.9 MeV FWHM, which did not allow for separation
of the 2s1/21d5/2-doublet located atEmiss=17.4 MeV from the
1p3/2-state at 18.3 MeV. The bump located at roughly 23 MeV is a
negative-parity doublet which was not investigated. The insert
shows the corresponding optimized coincidence TOF peak which
has a FWHM of 1.8 ns. The signal-to-noise ratio was about 8:1 in
these kinematics.
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measured1Hse,ed cross section for each film at each of the
electron kinematics to a parametrization established at a
similar Q2 by Simonet al. [64] and Priceet al. [65] (see Fig.
4). The results reported in this paper have all been normal-
ized in this fashion. As a consistency check, a direct absolute
calculation ofsL ·eed using information from the BCMs, the
calibrated thicknesses of the water films, and the single-arm
HRSe efficiency agrees to within uncertainty.

At every kinematics, a Monte Carlo of the phase-space
volume subtended by each experimental bin was performed.
For each water foil,N0 softwarese,e8pd events were gener-
ated, uniformly distributed over the scattered-electron and
knocked-out proton momentaspe,ppd and in-plane and out-
of-plane anglessfe,ue,fp,upd. For each of these events, all
of the kinematic quantities were calculated. The flat-
acceptance cuts determined in the analysis of the relative
focal-plane efficiency data were then applied, as were all
other cuts that had been performed on the actual data. The
pristine detection volumeDVbsEmiss,pmiss,v ,Q2d subtended
by a binbsDEmiss,Dpmiss,Dv ,DQ2d containingNb pseudoev-
ents was thus

DVbsEmiss,pmiss,v,Q2d =
Nb

N0
fsDpe · DVed · sDpp · DVpdg,

s2d

where the quantitysDpe·DVed ·sDpp·DVpd was the total vol-
ume sampled over in the Monte Carlo(purposely set larger

than the experimental acceptance in all dimensions7). The
pseudodata were binned exactly as the real data, and uni-
formly on both sides ofq. At each kinematics, the bin with
the largest volumeDVmax was located. Only bins subtending
volumes larger than 50% ofDVmax were analyzed further.

Corrections based on the TS output-to-input ratio were
applied to the data to account for the acquisition deadtime to
coincidence events. On average, these corrections were
roughly 20%. An acquisition Monte Carlo by Liang[66] was
used to cross-check these corrections and establish the abso-
lute uncertainty in them at 2%.

Corrections to the per-film cross-section data for electron
radiation before and after scattering were calculated on a
bin-by-bin basis in two ways: first using a version of the
codeRADCOR by Quint [67] modified by Florizone[68], and
independently, the prescriptions of Borie and Dreschel[69]
modified by Templonet al. [70] for use within the simulation
packageMCEEP written by Ulmer[71]. The two approaches
agreed to within the statistical uncertainty of the data and
amounted to,55% of the measured cross section for the
bound states, and,15% of the measured cross section for
the continuum. Corrections for proton radiation at these en-
ergies are much less than 1% and were not performed.

C. Cross section

The radiatively corrected average cross section in the bin
bsDEmiss,Dpmiss,Dv ,DQ2d was calculated according to

K d6s

dvdVedEmissdVp
L

b
=

R16Ose,e8pd

sL · eedsep . ecoind
S Yb

DVb
D , s3d

where Yb was the total number of real events which were
detected inbsDEmiss,Dpmiss,Dv ,DQ2d, DVb was the phase-
space volume, andR16Ose,e8pd was a correction applied to
account for events which radiated in or out ofDVb. The
average cross section was calculated as a function ofEmiss
for a given kinematic setting.8 Bound-state cross-section data
for the 1p-shell were extracted by integrating over the appro-
priate range in Emiss, weighting with the appropriate
Jacobian.9

D. Asymmetries and response functions

In the One-Photon Exchange Approximation, the unpolar-
ized six-fold differential cross section may be expressed in

7When necessary, the differential dependencies of the measured
cross-section data were changed to match those employed in the
theoretical calculations. The pristine detection volume
DVbsEmiss,pmiss,v ,Q2d was changed to a weighted detection vol-
ume by weighting each of the trials with the appropriate Jacobi-
an(s).

8The difference between cross-section data averaged over the re-
duced spectrometer acceptances and calculated for a small region of
the central kinematics was no more than 1%. Thus, the finite accep-
tance of the spectrometers was not an issue.

9This Jacobian is given by]Emiss/]pp=pp/Ep+pp ·pB /ppEB,
whereEB=ÎpB

2 +mB
2.

FIG. 4. Measured1Hse,ed cross-section data normalized to the
absolute predictions of a parametrization at similiarQ2. Statistical
error bars are shown. The data shown were taken over the course of
a three-month run period. The different data points for eachEbeam

represent different HRSh angular settings.
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terms of four independent response functions as(see Refs.
[2,9,72])

d6s

dvdVedEmissdVp
= KsMottfvLRL + vTRT + vLTRLT cossfd

+ vTTRTT coss2fdg, s4d

whereK is a phase-space factor,sMott is the Mott cross sec-
tion, and thevi are dimensionless kinematic factors.10 Ideal
response functions are not directly measurable because elec-
tron distortion does not permit the azimuthal dependencies to
be separated exactly. The effective response functions which
are extracted by applying Eq.(4) to the data are denotedRL
(longitudinal), RT (transverse), RLT (longitudinal-transverse),
and RTT (transverse-transverse). They contain all the infor-
mation which may be extracted from the hadronic system
using se,e8pd. Note that thevi depend only onsv ,Q2,ued,
while the response functions depend onsv ,Q2,Emiss,pmissd.

The individual contributions of the effective response
functions may be separated by performing a series of cross-
section measurements varyingvi and/orf, but keepingq and
v constant.11 In the case where the proton is knocked-out of
the nucleus in a direction parallel toq (“parallel” kinemat-
ics), the interference termsRLT andRTT vanish, and a Rosen-
bluth separation[73] may be performed to separateRL and
RT. In the case where the proton is knocked-out of the
nucleus in the scattering plane with a finite angleupq with
respect toq (“quasiperpendicular” kinematics), the asymme-
try ALT and the interferenceRLT may be separated by per-
forming symmetric cross-section measurements on either
side ofq (f=0° andf=180°). The contribution ofRTT can-
not be separated from that ofRL with only in-plane measure-
ments; however, by combining the two techniques, an inter-
esting combination of response functionsRT, RLT, and
RL+TT

12 may be extracted.
For these data, effective response-function separations

were performed where the phase-space overlap between ki-
nematics permitted. For these separations, bins were selected
only if their phase-space volumesDVb were all simulta-
neouslyù50% of DVmax.

E. Systematic uncertainties

The systematic uncertainties in the cross-section measure-
ments were classified into two categories—kinematic-

dependent uncertainties and scale uncertainties. For a com-
plete discussion of how these uncertainties were evaluated,
the interested reader is directed to a report by Fissum and
Ulmer [74]. For the sake of completeness, a subset of the
aforementioned information is presented here.

In a series of simulations performed after the experiment,
MCEEP was used to investigate the intrinsic behavior of the
cross-section data when constituent kinematic parameters
were varied over the appropriate experimentally determined
ranges presented in Table III. Based on the experimental
data, the high-Emiss region was modeled as the superposition
of a peak-like 1s1/2-state on a flat continuum. Contributions
to the systematic uncertainty from this flat continuum were
taken to be small, leaving only those from the 1s1/2-state.
The16Ose,e8pd simulations incorporated as physics input the
bound-nucleon RDWIA calculations detailed in Sec. V A,
which were based on the experimental 1p-shell data.

For each kinematics, the central water foil was consid-
ered, and 1M events were generated. In evaluating the simu-
lation results, the exact cuts applied in the actual data analy-
ses were applied to the pseudo-data, and the cross section
was evaluated for the identicalpmiss bins used to present the
results. The experimental constraints to the kinematic-
dependent observables afforded by the overdetermined
1Hse,epd reaction were exploited to calibrate and constrain
the experimental setup. The in-plane electron and proton
anglesfe and fp were chosen as independent parameters.
When a known shift infe was made,fp was held constant
and the complementary variablesEbeam, pe, andpp were var-
ied as required by the constraints enforced by the1Hse,epd
reaction. Similarly, when a known shift infp was made,fe
was held constant and the complementary variablesEbeam,
pe, and pp were varied as appropriate. The overall con-

10The phase-space factorK is given in Eq. (A2), while sMott

=a2cos2sue/2d /4Ebeam
2 sin4sue/2d. The dimensionless kinematic fac-

tors are as follows:vL=Q4/q4, vT=Q2/2q2+tan2sue/2d, vLT

=sQ2/q2dÎQ2/q2+tan2sue/2d, andvTT=Q2/2q2.
11The accuracy of the effective response-function separation de-

pends on precisely matching the values ofq and v at each of the
different kinematic settings. This precise matching was achieved by
measuring1Hse,epd with a pinhole collimator(in practice, the cen-
tral hole of the sieve-slit collimator) placed in front of the HRSe.
The measured proton momentum was thusq. The 1Hse,epd proton
momentum peak was determined toDp/p=1.5310−4, which al-
lowed for an identical matching ofq for the different kinematic
settings.

12RL+TT;RL+sVTT/VLdRTT.

TABLE III. Kinematic-dependent systematic uncertainties
folded into theMCEEP simulation series.

Quantity Description d

Ebeam Beam energy 1.6310−3

fbeam In-plane beam angle Ignoreda

ubeam Out-of-plane beam angle 2.0 mrad

pe Scattered electron momentum 1.5310−3

fe In-plane scattered electron angle 0.3 mrad

ue Out-of-plane scattered electron angle 2.0 mrad

pp Proton momentum 1.5310−3

fp In-plane proton angle 0.3 mrad

up Out-of-plane proton angle 2.0 mrad

aAs previously mentioned, the angle of incidence of the electron
beam was determined using a pair of BPMs located upstream of the
target(see Fig. 2). The BPM readback was calibrated by comparing
the location of survey fiducials along the beamline to the Hall A
survey fiducials. Thus, in principle, uncertainty in the knowledge of
the incident electron-beam angle should be included in this analysis.
However, the simultaneous measurement of the kinematically over-
determined1Hse,epd reaction allowed for a calibration of the abso-
lute kinematics, and thus an elimination of this uncertainty. That is,
the direction of the beam defined the axis relative to which all
angles were measured via1Hse,epd.
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strained uncertainty was taken to be the quadratic sum of the
two contributions.

The global convergence of the uncertainty estimate was
examined for certain extreme kinematics, where 10M-event
simulations(which demonstrated the same behavior) were
performed. The behavior of the uncertainty as a function of
pmiss was also investigated by examining the uncertainty in
the momentum bins adjacent to the reported momentum bin
in exactly the same fashion. The kinematically induced sys-
tematic uncertainty in the16Ose,e8pd cross-section data was
determined to be dependent uponpmiss, with an average
value of 1.4%. The corresponding uncertainties in the
1Hse,ed cross-section data were determined to be negligible.

The scale systematic uncertainties which affect each of
the cross-section measurements are presented in Table IV. As
previously mentioned, the16Ose,e8pd cross-section results
reported in this paper have been normalized by comparing
simultaneously measured1Hse,ed cross-section data to a pa-
rametrization established at a similarQ2. Thus, the first
seven listed uncertainties simply divide out of the quotient,
such that only the subsequent uncertainties affect the results.
The average systematic uncertainty associated with a
1p-shell cross section was 5.6%, while that for the con-
tinuum was 5.9%. The small difference was due to contami-
nation of the high-Emiss data by collimator punch-through
events.

The quality of these data in terms of their associated sys-
tematic uncertainties was clearly demonstrated by the results
obtained for the effective response-function separations. In
Fig. 5, cross-section data for the 1p-shell measured in paral-
lel kinematics at three different beam energies are shown as
a function of the separation lever armvT/vL. The values of
the effective response functionsRL (offset) and RT (slope)
were extracted from the fitted line. The extremely linear
trend in the data indicated that the magnitude of the system-
atic uncertainties was small, and that statistical uncertainties
dominated. This is not simply a test of the One-Photon Ex-
change Approximation(OPEA) employed in the data analy-
sis as it has been demonstrated by Trainiet al. [75] and
Udías [76] that the linear behavior of the Rosenbluth plot

TABLE IV. A summary of the scale systematic uncertainties
contributing to the cross-section data. The first seven entries do not
contribute to the systematic uncertainties in the reported cross-
section data as they contribute equally to the1Hse,ed cross-section
data to which the16Ose,e8pd data are normalized.

Quantity Description d (%)

hDAQ Data acquisition deadtime correction 2.0

helec Electronics deadtime correction ,1.0

rt8 Effective target thickness 2.5

Ne Number of incident electrons 2.0

ee Electron detection efficiency 1.0

DVe
a HRSe solid angle 2.0

ee·ep·ecoin Product of electron, proton, and
coincidence efficiencies

1.5

L ·ee Obtained from a form-factor
parametrization of1Hse,ed

4.0

R16Ose,e8pd
b Radiative correction to the

16Ose,e8pd data
2.0

R1Hse,ed
b Radiative correction to the1Hse,ed data 2.0

ep·ecoin Product of proton and coincidence
efficiencies

,1.0

DVp
a HRSh solid angle 2.0

Punchthroughc Protons which punched through
the HRSh collimator

2.0

aThe systematic uncertainties in the solid anglesDVe andDVp were
quantified by studying sieve-slit collimator optics data at each of the
spectrometer central momenta employed. The angular locations of
each of the reconstructed peaks corresponding to the 737 lattice of
holes in the sieve-slit plate were compared to the locations pre-
dicted by spectrometer surveys, and the overall uncertainy was
taken to be the quadratic sum of the individual uncertainties.
bAt first glance, it may be surprising to note that the uncertainty due
to the radiative correction to the data is included as a scale uncer-
tainty. In general, the radiative correction is strongly dependent on
kinematics. However, the 1p-shell data analysis, and for that matter
any bound-state data analysis, involvesEmiss cuts. These cuts to a
large extent remove the strong kinematic dependence of the radia-
tive correction, since only relatively small photon energies are in-
volved. In order to compensate for any remaining weak kinematic
dependence, the uncertainty due to the radiative correction was
slightly overestimated.
cHigh Emiss data only.

FIG. 5. Cross-section data for the removal of protons from the
1p-shell of 16O measured in parallel kinematics at three different
beam energies as a function of the separation lever armvT/vL. The
data points correspond to beam energies of 2.442, 1.643, and
0.843 GeV from left to right. The effective response functionsRL

(offset) andRT (slope) have been extracted from the fitted line. The
uncertainties shown are statistical only. The extremely linear behav-
ior of the data(which persists even after corrections for Coulomb
distortion are applied) indicates that the statistical uncertainties
were dominant(see Sec. III E for a complete discussion).
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persists even after Coulomb distortion is included.
Given the applicability of the OPEA at these energies, the

quality of the data was also demonstrated by the results ex-
tracted from identical measurements which were performed
in different electron kinematics. The asymmetriesALT and
effective response functionsRLT for QE proton knockout
were extracted for bothEbeam=1.643 GeV and 2.442 GeV
for upq=±8° spmiss=148 MeV/cd. They agree within the sta-
tistical uncertainty. Figure 6 shows theRLT results for
1p-shell knockout forkQ2l<0.8 sGeV/cd2, kvl=436 MeV,
kTpl=427 MeV, and 25,Emiss,60 MeV.

IV. THEORETICAL PRIMER

In Sec. V, the data will be compared with calculations
based upon three different approaches where the overlap be-
tween initial and final nuclear states differing by a single
proton is represented by a bound state of the Dirac equation.
In this section, comparisons are first made between each of
these approaches. The most important differences are found
in the treatment of the FSI.

The Relativistic Distorted-Wave Impulse Approximation
(RDWIA) uses a partial-wave expansion of the Dirac equa-
tion with complex scalar and vector potentials. Comparisons
presented in Sec. IV A show that two different implementa-
tions based upon either first- or second-order representations
of the Dirac equation yield equivalent results. The Relativis-
tic Optical-Model Eikonal Approximation(ROMEA) em-
ploys an Eikonal Approximation(EA) that should be equiva-

lent to RDWIA for largeQ2, but more efficient because a
partial-wave expansion is avoided. The Relativistic Multiple-
Scattering Glauber Approximation(RMSGA) also uses the
EA but instead evaluates multiple scattering by the nucleon-
nucleonsNNd interaction directly rather than through a mean
field. Comparisons between the(RDWIA and ROMEA) and
RMSGA approaches are presented in Sec. IV B.

A. RDWIA

As previously mentioned, the Relativistic Distorted-Wave
Impulse Approximation(RDWIA) was pioneered by Pickles-
imer, Van Orden, and Wallace[7–9] and subsequently devel-
oped in more detail by several groups(see Refs.
[16,21,77–81]). The RDWIA formalism is presented in detail
in Appendix A 1.

Figure 7 illustrates a comparison between the Relativistic
Plane-Wave Impulse Approximation (RPWIA) and
RDWIAsUopt=0d calculations made by Kelly usingLEA for the
removal of protons from the 1p1/2-state of16O as a function
of pmiss for both quasiperpendicular and parallel kinematics
for Ebeam=2.442 GeV.

The RDWIAsUopt=0d calculations employed a partial-wave
expansion of the second-order Dirac equation with optical
potentials nullified and the target mass artificially set to
16001u to minimize recoil corrections and frame ambigu-
ities. The RPWIA calculations(see Ref.[5]) are based upon

FIG. 6. RLT for upq=±8° spmiss=145 MeV/cd as a function of
Emiss for Ebeam=1.643 GeV and 2.442 GeV. Statistical uncertainties
only are shown. The statistical agreement over a broad range of
Emiss emphasizes the systematic precision of the measurement(see
Sec. III E for a complete discussion). Note that the averages of
theseRLT values are presented as thepmiss=145 MeV/c data in Fig.
22.

FIG. 7. Comparisons between RPWIA and RDWIAsUopt=0d cal-
culations for the removal of protons from the 1p1/2-state of16O as a
function of pmiss for Ebeam=2.442 GeV. In the upper panels, the
solid curves represent the reduced cross section for both the
RDWIAsUopt=0d and the RPWIA calculations(see the text for de-
tails). The dashed curves correspond to the momentum distribu-
tions. In the lower panels, RDWIAsUopt=0d/RPWIA reduced cross-
section ratios are shown. Agreement to much better than 1% is
obtained for both kinematics over the entirepmiss range.
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the Fourier transforms of the upper and lower components of
the overlap function; that is, no partial-wave expansion is
involved. In the upper panels, the solid curves represent the
reduced cross section for both the RDWIAsUopt=0d and
RPWIA calculations as the differences are indistinguishable
on this scale. The dashed curves show the momentum distri-
butions. In the lower panels, the ratios between
RDWIAsUopt=0d and RPWIA reduced cross sections are
shown. With suitable choices for step size and maximum,
(here 0.05 fm and 80), agreement to much better than 1%
over the entire range of missing momentum is obtained, veri-
fying the accuracy ofLEA for plane waves. Similar results
are obtained with the Madrid code of Udíaset al. (see be-
low).

The similarity between the reduced cross sections and the
momentum distributions demonstrates that the violation of
factorization produced by the distortion of the bound-state
spinor is mild, but tends to increase withpmiss. Nevertheless,
observables such asALT that are sensitive to the interference
between the lower and upper components are more strongly
affected by the violation of factorization.

Figures 8 and 9 compare calculations for the removal of
protons from the 1p-shell of 16O as a function ofpmiss for
Ebeam=2.442 GeV. The calculations made by Kelly[82] us-
ing LEA employ a second-order representation of the Dirac
equation while those of the Madrid group use the standard
first-order representation. Both calculations employ the set of
baseline options summarized in Table V, which were chosen
to provide the most rigorous numerical test of the codes
without necessarily being optimal physics choices.

Figure 8 demonstrates that baseline cross-section calcula-
tions agree to better than 2% forpmiss,250 MeV/c, but that

the differences increase to about 10% by about 400 MeV/c.
Nevertheless, Fig. 9 shows that excellent agreement is ob-
tained forALT over this entire range ofpmiss, with only a very
small observable shift. The agreement of the strong oscilla-
tions in ALT for pmiss<300 MeV/c predicted by both meth-
ods demonstrates that they are equivalent with respect to
spinor distortion. The small differences in the cross section
for largepmiss appear to be independent of the input choices
and probably arise from numerical errors in the integration of
differential equations(perhaps due to initial conditions), but
the origin has not yet been identified. Regardless, it is re-
markable to achieve this level of agreement between two
independent codes under conditions in which the cross sec-
tion spans three orders of magnitude.

TABLE V. A summary of the basic RDWIA options which
served as input to the “baseline” comparison calculations of the
Madrid Group and Kelly(LEA). Results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

Input parameter Option

Bound-nucleon wave function NLSH—Sharmaet al. [83]

Optical Model EDAI-O—Cooperet al. [84]

Nucleon spinor distortion Relativistic

Electron distortion None

Current operator CC2

Nucleon form factors Dipole

Gauge Coulomb

FIG. 8. Comparison baseline RDWIA calculations by the
Madrid Group and Kelly(LEA) for the removal of protons from the
1p-shell of 16O as a function ofpmiss for Ebeam=2.442 GeV. For the
purposes of this comparison, the input into both calculations was
identical(see Table V). Overall agreement is very good, and agree-
ment is excellent for −250,pmiss,250 MeV/c.

FIG. 9. Comparison baseline RDWIA calculations for theALT

asymmetry by the Madrid Group and Kelly(LEA) for the removal of
protons from the 1p-shell of 16O as a function ofpmiss for Ebeam

=2.442 GeV. For the purposes of this comparison, the input into
both calculations was identical(see Table V). Overall agreement is
excellent over the entirepmiss range.
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B. ROMEA/RMSGA

The alternate relativistic model developed by the Ghent
Group [85–88] for Ase,e8NdB processes is presented in Ap-
pendix A 2. With respect to the construction of the bound-
nucleon wave functions and the nuclear-current operator, an
approach similar to standard RDWIA is followed. The
(RDWIA and ROMEA) and RMSGA frameworks are sub-
stantially different in the way they address FSI. While the
RDWIA and ROMEA models are both essentially one-body
approaches in which all FSI effects are implemented through
effective potentials, the RMSGA framework is a full-fledged,
multi-nucleon scattering model based on the EA and the con-
cept of frozen spectators. As such, when formulated in an
unfactorized and relativistic framework, Glauber calculations
are numerically involved and the process of computing the
scattering state and the transition matrix elements involves
numerical methods which are different from those adopted in
RDWIA frameworks. For example, forAse,e8NdB calcula-
tions in the ROMEA and the RMSGA, partial-wave expan-
sions are simply not a viable option.

The testing of the mutual consistency of the RDWIA and
“bare” RMSGA [no meson-exchange currents(MEC) nor
isobar currents(IC)] calculations began by considering the
special case of vanishing FSI. In this limit, where all the
Glauber phases are nullified in RMSGA and
(RDWIA→RPWIA), the two calculations were determined
to reproduce one another to 4% over the entirepmiss range,
thereby establishing the validity of the numerics. The
Glauber phases were then enabled. The basic options which
then served as input to the comparison between the RDWIA
calculations and the RMSGA calculations of the Ghent
Group [89] are presented in Table VI.

Figure 10 shows the ratio of the bare RMSGA calcula-
tions of the Ghent Group together with RDWIA calculations
for the removal of protons from the 1p-shell of 16O as a
function of pmiss for Ebeam=2.442 GeV. Apart from the treat-
ment of FSI, all other ingredients to the calculations are iden-
tical (see Table VI). For pmiss below the Fermi momentum,
the variation between the predictions of the two approaches
is at most 25%, with the RDWIA approach predicting a
smaller cross section(stronger absorptive effects) than the
RMSGA model. Not surprisingly, at largerpmiss (correspond-
ingly larger polar angles), the differences between the two
approaches grow.

V. RESULTS FOR Q2É0.8 „GeV/c…2

The data were interpreted in subsets corresponding to the
1p-shell and to the 1s1/2-state and continuum. The interested
reader is directed to the works of Gaoet al. [91] and Liy-
anageet al. [92], where these results have been briefly high-
lighted. Note that when data are presented in the following
discussion, statistical uncertainties only are shown. For a
complete archive of the data, including systematic uncertain-
ties, please see our deposit at the EPAPS website[132].

A. 1p-shell knockout

1. Sensitivity to RDWIA variations

The consistency of the normalization factorsSa suggested
by the 1p-shell data forpmiss,350 MeV/c obtained in this
measurement at 2.442 GeV was examined within the
RDWIA framework in a detailed study by the Madrid Group
[93]. The study involved systematically varying a wide range
of inputs to the RDWIA calculations, and then performing
least-squares fits of the predictions to the cross-section data.
The results of the study are presented in Table VII.

Three basic approaches were considered: the fully relativ-
istic approach, the projected approach of Udíaset al. [20,21],
and the EMA-noSV(EMA denotes the Effective Momentum
Approximation) approach of Kelly [4,94]. All three ap-
proaches included the effects of electron distortion. While
the fully relativistic approach involved solving the Dirac
equation directly in configuration space, the projected ap-
proach included only the positive-energy components, and as
a result, most(but not all) of the spinor distortion was re-
moved from the wave functions. Within the EMA-noSV ap-

TABLE VI. A summary of the basic options which served as
input to the comparison between the RDWIA calculations and the
“bare” RMSGA(no MEC nor IC) calculations of the Ghent Group.
Results are shown in Fig. 10.

Input parameter Option

Bound-nucleon wave function Furnstahlet al. [90]

Optical Model EDAI-O

Nucleon spinor distortion Relativistic

Electron distortion None

Current operator CC2

Nucleon form factors Dipole

Gauge Coulomb

FIG. 10. RDWIA calculations compared to “bare”(no MEC nor
IC) RMSGA calculations by the Ghent Group for the removal of
protons from the 1p-shell of 16O as a function ofpmiss for Ebeam

=2.442 GeV. Both calculations employ the input presented in Table
VI. Apart from the treatment of FSI, all ingredients are identical.
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TABLE VII. Normalization factors derived from the 2.442 GeV 1p-shell cross-section data using the CC1 and CC2 current operators. The first term in each column is for the
1p1/2-state, while the second term is for the 1p3/2-state.

Prescription

Bound-
nucleon

wave function Gauge
Optical

potential

Nucleon
FF

model
Doublet

(%) Sa x2

Fully
rel proj

EMA-
noSV

NLS

HS C W L

EDA

MRW RLF GK d
GK+
QMC 100 50 0 CC1 CC2 CC1 CC2H H-P I-O D1 D2

* * * * * * 0.68 0.62 0.74 0.67 5.5 5.3 2.0 31.0

* * * * * * 0.78 0.73 0.76 0.71 17.0 79.0 8.0 70.0

* * * * * * 0.72 0.66 0.75 0.69 2.3 65.0 2.2 65.0

* * * * * * 0.60 0.52 0.63 0.54 10.0 97.0 15.0 115.0

* * * * * 0.62 0.61 0.65 0.65 10.0 6.7 18.0 41.0

* * * * * * 0.63 0.59 0.76 0.70 25.0 9.2 2.6 22.0

* * * * * 0.69 0.63 0.73 0.67 3.7 6.4 2.5 34.0

* * * * * * 0.64 0.60 0.72 0.67 29.0 12.0 4.8 8.2

* * * * * * 0.64 0.59 0.71 0.65 15.0 6.4 0.7 15.0

* * * * * * 0.62 0.60 0.71 0.67 35.0 11.0 7.6 7.3

* * * * * * 0.61 0.58 0.70 0.65 41.0 12.0 6.1 7.9

* * * * * * 0.69 0.63 0.75 0.68 4.8 5.9 2.1 31.0

* * * * * 0.65 0.61 0.72 0.66 11.0 3.3 0.5 16.0

* * * * * * 0.64 0.70 6.1 33.0

* * * * * * 0.66 0.72 7.4 35.0
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proach, a relativized Schrödinger equation was solved using
the EMA, and all of the spinor distortion was removed. This
made the calculation similar to a factorized calculation, al-
though spin-orbit effects in the initial and final states(which
cause small deviations from the factorized results) are in-
cluded in EMA-noSV.

The current operator was changed between CC1 and CC2.
Three bound-nucleon wave functions(see Fig. 11) derived
from relativistic Lagrangians were considered: HS by
Horowitz and Serot[95,96], NLSH by Sharmaet al. [83],
and NLSH-P by Udíaset al. [97] (which resulted from a
Lagrangian fine-tuned to reproduce the Leuschneret al.
data). Note that both the NLSH and NLSH-P wave functions
predict binding energies, single-particle energies, and a
charge radius for16O which are all in good agreement with
the data.

The gauge prescription was changed between Coulomb,
Weyl, and Landau. The nucleon distortion was evaluated us-
ing three purely phenomenologicalSV optical potentials
(EDAI-O, EDAD1, and EDAD2) by Cooperet al. [84], as
well as MRW by McNeilet al. [98] and RLF by Horowitz
[99] and Murdock[100]. The nucleon form-factor model was
changed between GK by Gari and Krümpelmann[101] and
the dipole model. Further, the QMC model of Luet al.
[102,103] predicts a density dependence for form factors that
was calculated and applied to the GK form factors using the
Local Density Approximation(LDA—see Ref.[80]).

Note that the calculations for the 1p3/2-state include
the incoherent contributions of the unresolved
2s1/21d5/2-doublet. The bound-nucleon wave functions for
these positive-parity states were taken from the parametriza-

tion of Leuschneret al. and normalization factors were fit to
said data using RDWIA calculations. Factors for both states
of 0.12(3) relative to full occupancy were determined. The
sensitivity of the present data to this incoherent admixture
was evaluated by scaling the fitted doublet contribution using
factors of 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0.

Qualitatively, the fully relativistic approach clearly did the
best job of reproducing the data. Fully relativistic results
were shown to be much less gauge-dependent than the non-
relativistic results. The CC2 current operator was in general
less sensitive to choice of gauge, and the data discouraged
the choice of the Weyl gauge. The different optical models
had little effect on the shape of the calculations, but instead
changed the overall magnitude. Both the GK and dipole
nucleon form-factor models produced nearly identical re-
sults. The change in the calculated GK+QMC cross section
was modest, being most pronounced inALT for
pmiss.300 MeV/c. The results were best for a 100% contri-
bution of the strength of the 2s1/21d5/2-doublet to the
1p3/2-state, although the data were not terribly sensitive to
this degree of freedom.

Figure 12 shows the left-right asymmetryALT together
with RDWIA calculations for the removal of protons from
the 1p-shell of 16O as a function of pmiss for Ebeam
=2.442 GeV. The origin of the large change in the slope of
ALT at pmiss<300 MeV/c is addressed by the various calcu-
lations. This “ripple” effect is due to the distortion of the
bound-nucleon and ejectile spinors, as evidenced by the
other three curves shown, in which the full RDWIA calcula-
tions have been decomposed. It is important to note that
these three curves all retain the same basic ingredients, par-

FIG. 11. Momentum distributions for the HS, NLSH, and
NLSH-P models. There is only a slight difference between HS and
NLSH—for the 1p3/2-state, HS is broader spatially and thus drops
off faster with increasingpmiss. On the other hand, NLSH-P differs
appreciably from both HS and NLSH, and is clearly distinguishable
for pmiss.250 MeV/c for both the 1p1/2- and 1p3/2-states. Note
that both the NLSH and NLSH-P wave functions predict binding
energies, single-particle energies, and a charge radius for16O which
are all in good agreement with the data.

FIG. 12. Left-right asymmetryALT together with RDWIA cal-
culations for the removal of protons from the 1p-shell of 16O as a
function ofpmiss for Ebeam=2.442 GeV. Uncertainties are statistical.
Note that the solid curves shown here are identical to those shown
in Figs. 13 and 15.
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ticularly the fully relativistic current operator and the upper
components of the Dirac spinors. Of the three curves, the
dotted line resulted from a calculation where only the bound-
nucleon spinor distortion was included, the dashed line re-
sulted from a calculation where only the scattered-state
spinor distortion was included, and the dashed-dotted line
resulted from a calculation where undistorted spinors(essen-
tially identical to a factorized calculation) were considered.
Clearly, the inclusion of the bound-nucleon spinor distortion
is more important than the inclusion of the scattered-state
spinor distortion, but both are necessary to describe the data.

The effects of variations in the ingredients to the calcula-
tions of the left-right asymmetryALT for the 1p1/2-state only
are shown in Fig. 13. Note that the data are identical to those
presented in Fig. 12, as are the solid curves. In the top panel,
the EDAI-O optical potential and NLSH bound-nucleon
wave function were used for all the calculations, but the
choice of current operator was varied between CC1(dashed),
CC2 (solid), and CC3(dashed-dotted), resulting in a change
in both the height and thepmiss-location of the ripple inALT.
In the middle panel, the current operator CC2 and EDAI-O
optical potential were used for all the calculations, but the
choice of bound-nucleon wave function was varied between
NLSH-P (dashed), NLSH (solid), and HS(dashed-dotted),
resulting in a change in thepmiss-location of the ripple, but a
relatively constant height. In the bottom panel, the current
operator CC2 and NLSH bound-nucleon wave function were
used for all the calculations, but the choice of optical poten-
tial was varied between EDAD1(dashed), EDAI-O (solid),
and EDAD2 (dashed-dotted), resulting in a change in the
height of the ripple, but a relatively constantpmiss-location.

More high-precision data, particularly for
150,pmiss,400 MeV/c, are clearly needed to accurately
and simultaneously determine the current operator, the
bound-state wave function, the optical potential, and of
course the normalization factors. This experiment has re-
cently been performed in Hall A at Jefferson Lab by Sahaet
al. [104], and the results are currently under analysis.

2. Comparison to RDWIA, ROMEA, and RMSGA calculations
considering single-nucleon currents

In this section, the data are compared to RDWIA and bare
ROMEA and RMSGA calculations(which take into consid-
eration single-nucleon currents only—no MEC or IC). The
basic options employed in the calculations are summarized

TABLE VIII. A summary of the basic options which served as
input to the single-nucleon current RDWIA, ROMEA, and RMSGA
comparison calculations. Results are shown in Figs. 14–16.

Input parameter RDWIA ROMEA
and RMSGA

Bound-nucleon wave function NLSH HS

Optical Model EDAI-O EDAI-O

Nucleon spinor distortion Relativistic Relativistic

Electron distortion Yes Yes

Current operator CC2 CC2

Nucleon form factors GK Dipole

Gauge Coulomb Coulomb

FIG. 13. Left-right asymmetryALT together with RDWIA cal-
culations for the removal of protons from the 1p1/2-state of16O as a
function ofpmiss for Ebeam=2.442 GeV. Uncertainties are statistical.
The solid curves in all three panels are the same and are identical to
those shown for the removal of protons from the 1p1/2-state of16O
in Figs. 12 and 15.

FIG. 14. Measured cross-section data for the removal of protons
from the 1p-shell of 16O as a function ofpmiss as compared to
relativistic calculations atEbeam=2.442 GeV. Uncertainties are sta-
tistical and, on average, there is an additional ±5.6% systematic
uncertainty associated with the data. The solid line is the RDWIA
calculation, while the dashed and dashed-dotted lines are, respec-
tively, the bare ROMEA and RMSGA calculations.
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in Table VIII. Note that both the EA-based calculations stop
at pmiss=350 MeV/c as the approximation becomes invalid.

Figure 14 shows measured cross-section data for the re-
moval of protons from the 1p-shell of 16O as a function of
pmiss as compared to relativistic calculations atEbeam
=2.442 GeV. The solid line is the RDWIA calculation, while
the dashed and dashed-dotted lines are, respectively, the bare
ROMEA and RMSGA calculations. The normalization fac-
tors for the RDWIA calculations are 0.73 and 0.72 for the
1p1/2-state and 1p3/2-state, respectively. For the ROMEA and
RMSGA calculations, they are 0.6 and 0.7 for the 1p1/2-state
and 1p3/2-state, respectively. The RDWIA calculations do a
far better job of representing the data over the entirepmiss
range.

Figure 15 shows the left-right asymmetryALT together
with relativistic calculations for the removal of protons from
the 1p-shell of 16O as a function of pmiss for Ebeam
=2.442 GeV. The solid line is the RDWIA calculation, while
the dashed and dashed-dotted lines are, respectively, the bare
ROMEA and RMSGA calculations. Note again the large
change in the slope ofALT at pmiss<300 MeV/c. While all
three calculations undergo a similar change in slope, the
RDWIA calculation does the best job of reproducing the
data. The ROMEA calculation reproduces the data well for
pmiss,300 MeV/c, but substantially overestimatesALT for
pmiss.300 MeV/c. The RMSGA calculation does well with
the overall trend in the data, but struggles with reproducing
the data for the 1p1/2-state.

Figure 16 shows theRL+TT, RLT, andRT effective response
functions together with relativistic calculations for the re-

moval of protons from the 1p-shell of 16O as a function of
pmiss. Note that the data point located atpmiss<52 MeV/c
comes from the parallel kinematics measurements,13 while
the other data points come from the quasiperpendicular kine-
matics measurements. The solid line is the RDWIA calcula-
tion, while the dashed and dashed-dotted lines are, respec-
tively, the bare ROMEA and RMSGA calculations. The
agreement, particularly between the RDWIA calculations
and the data, is very good. The spinor distortions in the
RDWIA calculations which were required to predict the
change in slope ofALT at pmiss<300 MeV/c in Fig. 12 are
also essential to the description ofRLT. The agreement be-
tween the RMSGA calculations and the data, particularly for
RLT, is markedly poorer.

Qualitatively, it should again be noted that none of the
calculations presented so far have included contributions
from two-body currents. The good agreement between the
calculations and the data indicates that these currents are
already small atQ2<0.8 sGeV/cd2. This observation is sup-
ported by independent calculations by Amaroet al.
[105,106] which estimate the importance of such currents
(which are highly dependent onpmiss) to be large at lower
Q2, but only 2% for the 1p1/2-state and 8% for the 1p3/2-state
in these kinematics. It should also be noted that the RDWIA
results presented here are comparable with those obtained in

13Strictly speaking, the effective longitudinal response functionRL

could not be separated from the quasiperpendicular kinematics data.
However, since both Kelly and Udíaset al. calculate the term
svTT/vLdRTT to be ,10% of RL+TT in these kinematics,RL and
RL+TT responses are both presented on the same plot.

FIG. 15. Left-right asymmetryALT together with relativistic cal-
culations of theALT asymmetry for the removal of protons from the
1p-shell of 16O as a function ofpmiss for Ebeam=2.442 GeV. Uncer-
tainties are statistical. The solid line is the RDWIA calculation,
while the dashed and dashed-dotted lines are, respectively, the bare
ROMEA and RMSGA calculations. Note that the solid curves
shown here are identical to those shown in Figs. 12 and 13.

FIG. 16. Data from this work together with relativistic calcula-
tions for theRL+TT, RLT, andRT effective response functions for the
removal of protons from the 1p-shell of 16O as a function ofpmiss.
Uncertainties are statistical. The solid line is the RDWIA calcula-
tion, while the dashed and dashed-dotted lines are, respectively, the
bare ROMEA and RMSGA calculations.
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independent RDWIA analyses of our data by the Pavia
Group—see Meucciet al. [81].

3. Comparison to ROMEA and RMSGA calculations including
two-body currents

In this section, two-body current contributions to the
ROMEA and RMSGA calculations stemming from MEC and
IC are presented. These contributions to the transition matrix
elements were determined within the nonrelativistic frame-
work outlined by the Ghent Group in Ref.[107]. Recall that
the basic options employed in the calculations have been
summarized in Table VIII. Note again that both the EA-
based calculations stop atpmiss=350 MeV/c as the approxi-
mation becomes invalid.

Figure 17 shows measured cross-section data for the re-
moval of protons from the 1p-shell of 16O as a function of
pmiss as compared to calculations by the Ghent Group which
include MEC and IC atEbeam=2.442 GeV. In the top panel,
ROMEA calculations are shown. The dashed line is the bare
calculation, the dashed-dotted line includes MEC, and the
solid line includes both MEC and IC. In the bottom panel,
RMSGA calculations are shown. The dashed line is the bare
calculation, the dashed-dotted line includes MEC, and the
solid line includes both MEC and IC. Note that the curves
labeled “bare” in this figure are identical to those shown in
Fig. 14. The normalization factors are 0.6 and 0.7 for the
1p1/2-state and 1p3/2-state, respectively. The impact of the
two-body currents on the computed differential cross section
for the knockout of 1p-shell protons from16O is no more
than a few percent for lowpmiss, but gradually increases with
increasingpmiss. Surprisingly, the explicit inclusion of the

two-body current contributions to the transition matrix ele-
ments does not markedly improve the overall agreement be-
tween the calculations and the data.

Figure 18 shows the left-right asymmetryALT together
with calculations by the Ghent Group for the removal of
protons from the 1p-shell of 16O as a function ofpmiss for
Ebeam=2.442 GeV. In the top two panels, ROMEA calcula-
tions are shown. The dashed lines are the bare calculations
identical to those previously shown in Fig. 15, the dashed-
dotted line includes MEC, and the solid line includes both
MEC and IC. In the bottom panel, RMSGA calculations are
shown. The dashed line is the bare calculation, the dashed-
dotted line includes MEC, and the solid line includes both
MEC and IC. While all three calculations undergo a change
in slope atpmiss<300 MeV/c, it is again clearly the bare
calculations which best represent the data. Note that in gen-
eral, the IC were observed to produce larger effects than the
MEC.

Figures 19 and 20 show the effectiveRL+TT, RLT, andRT
response functions together with ROMEA and RMSGA cal-
culations by the Ghent Group for the removal of protons
from the 1p-shell of 16O as a function ofpmiss. The dashed
lines are the bare ROMEA and RMSGA calculations identi-
cal to those previously shown in Fig. 16, while the solid lines
include both MEC and IC. In contrast to the cross-section
(recall Fig. 17) andALT (recall Fig. 18) situations, the agree-
ment between the effective response-function data and the
calculations improves with the explicit inclusion of the two-
body current contributions to the transition matrix elements.

FIG. 17. Measured cross-section data for the removal of protons
from the 1p-shell of 16O as a function ofpmiss together with calcu-
lations by the Ghent Group atEbeam=2.442 GeV. Uncertainties are
statistical and, on average, there is an additional ±5.6% systematic
uncertainty. The curves labeled “bare” are identical to those shown
in Fig. 14.

FIG. 18. Left-right asymmetryALT together with calculations by
the Ghent Group of theALT asymmetry for the removal of protons
from the 1p-shell of 16O as a function of pmiss for Ebeam

=2.442 GeV. Error bars are statistical. The curves labeled “bare”
are identical to those shown in Fig. 15.
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B. Higher missing energies

In this section, ROMEA calculations are compared to the
higher-Emiss data. The basic options employed in the calcu-
lations have been summarized in Table VIII.

Figure 21 presents averaged measured cross-section data
as a function ofEmiss obtained atEbeam=2.442 GeV for

four discrete HRSh angular settings ranging from
2.5°,upq,20°, corresponding to average values ofpmiss
increasing from 50 to 340 MeV/c. The cross-section values
shown are the averaged values of the cross section measured
on either side ofq at eachupq. The strong peaks atEmiss
=12.1 and 18.3 MeV correspond to 1p-shell proton removal
from 16O. As in Sec. V A, the dashed curves corresponding
to these peaks are the bare ROMEA calculations, while the
solid lines include both MEC and IC. The normalization fac-
tors remain 0.6 and 0.7 for the 1p1/2- and 1p3/2-states, respec-
tively.

For 20,Emiss,30 MeV, the spectra behave in a com-
pletely different fashion. Appreciable strength exists which
scales roughly with the 1p-shell fragments and is not ad-
dressed by the present calculations of two-nucleon knockout.
The high-resolution experiment of Leuschneret al. identified
two additional 1p3/2-fragments and several positive-parity
states in this region which are populated primarily by single-
proton knockout from 2p2h components of the ground-state
wave function. Two-body currents and channel-coupling in
the final state also contribute. This strength has also been
studied insg ,pd experiments, and has been interpreted by the
Ghent Group[108] as the post-photoabsorption population of
states with a predominant 1p2h character via two-body cur-
rents.

For Emiss.30 MeV, in the top panel for pmiss
=50 MeV/c, there is a broad and prominent peak centered at
Emiss<40 MeV corresponding largely to the knockout of
1s1/2-state protons. As can be seen in the lower panels, the

FIG. 19. Data from this work together with ROMEA calcula-
tions by the Ghent Group for theRL+TT, RLT, andRT effective re-
sponse functions for the removal of protons from the 1p-shell of
16O as a function ofpmiss. Uncertainties are statistical. The curves
labeled “bare” are identical to those shown in Fig. 16.

FIG. 20. Data from this work together with RMSGA calculation
by the Ghent Group for theRL+TT, RLT, andRT effective response
functions for the removal of protons from the 1p-shell of 16O as a
function of pmiss. Uncertainties are statistical. The curves labeled
“bare” are identical to those shown in Fig. 16.

FIG. 21. Data from this work together with ROMEA calcula-
tions by the Ghent Group for theEmiss-dependence of the cross
section obtained atEbeam=2.442 GeV. The data are the averaged
cross section measured on either side ofq at eachupq. Normaliza-
tion factors of 0.6, 0.7, and 1.0 have been used for the 1p1/2-, 1p3/2-,
and 1s1/2-states, respectively. Uncertainties are statistical and, on
average, there is an additional ±5.9% systematic uncertainty asso-
ciated with the data. Also shown are calculations by the Ghent
Group for these,e8pNd contribution.
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strength of this peak diminishes with increasingpmiss, and
completely vanishes beneath a flat background bypmiss
=280 MeV/c. For Emiss.60 MeV andpmissù280 MeV/c,
the cross section decreases only very weakly as a function of
pmiss, and is completely independent ofEmiss.

In order to estimate the amount of the cross section ob-
served for Emiss.25 MeV that can be explained by the
single-particle knockout of protons from the 1s1/2-state, the
data were compared to the ROMEA calculations of the
Ghent Group. The dashed curves are the bare calculations,
while the solid lines include both MEC and IC. A normaliza-
tion factor of 1.0 for the 1s1/2-state single-particle strength
was used. The two calculations are indistinguishable for
pmissø145 MeV/c, and the agreement between these calcu-
lations and the measured cross-section data is reasonable(see
the top two panels of Fig. 21 where there is an identifiable
1s1/2-state peak atEmiss<40 MeV). At higher pmiss (where
there is no clear 1s1/2-state peak atEmiss<40 MeV), the data
are substantially larger than the calculated bare cross section.
The inclusion of MEC and IC improves the agreement, but
there is still roughly an order-of-magnitude discrepancy. The
RDWIA calculations demonstrate similar behavior. Thus, the
pmissù280 MeV/c data are not dominated by single-particle
knockout. Note that the magnitude ofsST−SLd is consistent
with that anticipated based on the measurements of Ulmeret
al. at Q2=0.14sGeV/cd2 and Duttaet al. at Q2=0.6 and
1.8 sGeV/cd2. Together, these data suggest that transverse
processes associated with the knockout of more than one
nucleon decrease with increasingQ2.

Also shown as dashed-dotted curves in Fig. 21 are the
calculations by the Ghent Group[109] for the se,e8ppd and
se,e8pnd contributions to these,e8pd cross section performed
within a Hartree-Fock framework. This two-particle knock-
out cross section was determined using the Spectator Ap-
proximation, in a calculation which included MEC, IC, and
both central short-range correlations(SRC) and tensor
medium-range correlations. Note that in these kinematics,
this calculation performed with SRC alone produced only
2% of the two-particle knockout cross section, while includ-
ing both SRC and tensor correlations produced only 15% of
the two-particle knockout cross section. The calculated two-
particle knockout cross section is essentially transverse in
nature, since the two-body currents are predominantly trans-
verse. The calculated strength underestimates the measured
cross section by about 50% but has the observed flat shape
for Emiss.50 MeV. It is thus possible that heavier meson
exchange and processes involving three(or more) nucleons
could provide a complete description of the data.

The measured effective response functionsRL+TT, RLT,
and RT together with ROMEA calculations forpmiss
=145 MeV/c and pmiss=280 MeV/c are presented in Fig.
22. Kinematic overlap restricted separations to
Emiss,60 MeV. The dashed curves are the bare ROMEA
calculations, while the solid curves include both MEC and
IC. Also shown as dashed-dotted curves are the incoherent
sum of these “full” calculations and the computedse,e8pNd
contribution. In general, the data do not show the broad peak
centered atEmiss<40 MeV corresponding to the knockout of
1s1/2-state protons predicted by the calculations. Atpmiss

=145 MeV/c, the bare calculation is consistently about 60%
of the magnitude of the data. The inclusion of MEC and IC
does not appreciably change the calculatedRL+TT, but does
improve the agreement between data and calculation forRLT
and RT. The measured responseRL+TT (which is essentially
equal toRL sincesvTT/vLdRTT is roughly 7% ofRL in these
kinematics—see Ref.[80]) is larger than the calculation for
Emiss,50 MeV and smaller than the calculation for
Emiss.50 MeV. The agreement between the calculation and
the data forRLT is very good over the entireEmiss range.
Since the measured responseRLT is nonzero for
Emiss.50 MeV, the measured responseRL must also be non-
zero. The measured responseRT is somewhat larger than the
calculation forEmiss,60 MeV.

At pmiss=280 MeV/c, the bare calculation does not repro-
duce theEmiss-dependence of any of the measured effective
response functions. The inclusion of MEC and IC in the
calculation substantially increases the magnitude of all three
calculated response functions, and thus improves the agree-
ment between data and calculation. The measuredRL+TT
(which is dominated byRL) is consistent with both the cal-
culation and with zero. The measuredRLT is about twice the
magnitude of the calculation. Since the measuredRLT is non-
zero over the entireEmiss range, the measuredRL must also
be nonzero. The measuredRT is significantly larger than both
the calculations and nonzero out to at leastEmiss<60 MeV.
The fact that the measuredRT is much larger than the mea-
suredRL indicates the cross section is largely due to trans-
verse two-body currents. And finally, it is clear thatse,e8pNd
accounts for a fraction of the measured transverse strength
which increases dramatically with increasingpmiss.

Figure 23 shows the calculations by the Ghent Group[89]
of the contribution to the differential16Ose,e8pd cross sec-

FIG. 22. Data from this work together with ROMEA calcula-
tions by the Ghent Group for theEmiss-dependence of theRL+TT,
RLT, andRT effective response functions. Uncertainities are statisti-
cal. Also shown is these,e8pNd contribution.
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tion from two-nucleon knockout as a function ofEmissandup

for Ebeam=2.442 GeV. The upper-left panel shows the con-
tribution of central correlations. The upper-right panel shows
the combined contribution of central and tensor correlations.
Tensor correlations are anticipated to dominate central corre-
lations over the ranges ofEmiss andpmiss investigated in this
work. The lower-left panel shows the combined contribution
of central and tensor correlations(two-nucleon correlations)
together with MEC and IC(two-body currents). Two-body
currents are anticipated to dominate two-nucleon correlations
over the ranges ofEmiss and pmiss investigated in this work.
For convenience, the variation ofpmiss with Emiss and up is
shown in the bottom-right panel.

VI. KINEMATIC CONSISTENCY OF 1 p-SHELL
NORMALIZATION FACTORS

There has been longstanding discussion regarding the re-
liability of the spectroscopic factors determined for discrete
states from single-nucleon electromagnetic knockout. Re-
cently, there has been speculation that these factors might
appear to increase withQ2 as a quasiparticle state is probed
with finer resolution. In this section, Kelly[110] has used the
RDWIA to analyze the normalization factors fitted to the
available16Ose,e8pd data for the 1p1/2- and 1p3/2-states ob-
tained in the experiments summarized in Table IX. If the
RDWIA model is accurate, these factors should be indepen-
dent of the experimental kinematics.

FIG. 23. (Color online) Calculations by the Ghent Group of the contribution to the differential16Ose,e8pd cross section from two-nucleon
knockout as a function ofEmiss and up for Ebeam=2.442 GeV. The upper-left panel shows the contribution of central correlations. The
upper-right panel shows the combined contribution of central and tensor correlations. The lower-left panel shows the combined contribution
of central and tensor correlations(two-nucleon correlations) together with MEC and IC(two-body currents). The relationship between the
various kinematic quantities is shown in the bottom-right panel.

TABLE IX. A summary of the kinematic conditions for the data examined in the16Ose,e8pd consistency study.

Label Authors Kinematics
Tp

(MeV)
Q2

(GeV/) x 2s1/21d5/2-doublet Data

a Leuschneret al. [14] Parallel 96 Varied Varied Resolved Reduceds

b Spaltroet al. [13] Perpendicular 84 0.20 1.07 Resolved Differentials

c Chinitz et al. [12] Perpendicular 160 0.30 0.91 Computeda Differential s

d this work Perpendicular 427 0.80 0.96 Computedb Differential s

e Bernheimet al. [11] Perpendicular 100 0.19 0.90 Computedb Reduceds

f Blomqvist1 et al. [15] Parallel 92 0.08 0.30–0.50 Resolved Reduceds

g Blomqvist2et al. [15] Highly varied 215 0.04–0.26 0.07–0.70 Resolved Reduceds

aThe 1p3/2-state data were corrected for the contamination of the 1d5/22s1/2-doublet by Chinitzet al.
bThe contamination of the 1p3/2-state by the 1d5/22s1/2-doublet was computed according to the method outlined in Sec. V A 1.
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A. RDWIA analysis of the available 16O„e,e8p… data

The RDWIA calculations used in this procedure em-

ployed theḠ2 off-shell single-nucleon current operator with
the MMD form factors of Mergellet al. [111] in the Cou-
lomb gauge. The partial-wave expansions were performed
using the second-order Dirac equation, including spinor dis-
tortion. Nucleon distortion was evaluated using the EDAI-O
and EDAD1 optical potentials, and electron distortion was
evaluated in the “qeff Approximation” (see Appendix A 1).
No attempt to directly fit the overlap functions to the knock-
out data has been made here. Instead, the recently developed
wave functions HS, NLSH, and NLSH-P(recall Fig. 11)
were again tested, this time to see if they could satisfactorily
reproduce the experimentalpmiss distributions independently
of Q2.

The results are expressed in terms of normalization fac-
tors which compare a RDWIA calculation for a fully occu-
pied subshell with experimental data and are presented in
Table X. These factors were obtained by least-squares fitting
to the data in the rangepmiss,200 MeV/c where the
RDWIA should be most reliable. When experimentally unre-
solved, the contamination of the 1p3/2-state by the
1d5/22s1/2-doublet was included by the incoherent summation
of the parametrizations of Leuschneret al. as previously de-
scribed.

The data sets demonstrated a slight preference for the
EDAD1 optical potential over the EDAI-O optical potential.
This was concluded based on the quality of the fits and the
more consistent nature of the extracted normalization factors
for low Q2. None of the variations considered in Table X
(nor any of those considered in Table VII for that matter)
were able to reproduce the 1p3/2-state for data set(b) in the
range 50,pmiss,120 MeV/c. This problem is also respon-
sible for the discrepancy seen in Fig. 1 forRLT at Q2

=0.2 sGeV/cd2, and has not yet been explained satisfactorily.
Unfortunately, none of the selected wave functions pro-

vided an optimal description of the experimentalpmiss distri-
butions independent ofQ2. Figure 24 shows a sample set of
fits to the various16Ose,e8pd data sets based on the HS
bound-nucleon wave function and the EDAD1 optical poten-
tial.

From ax2 perspective, it is clear that HS offered the best
description of the data atQ2=0.8 sGeV/cd2, but that most of
the lowerQ2 data are best described by either NLSH-P or
HS; in fact, HS may be the best compromise currently avail-
able. Data set(g) from Mainz suggested a substantially dif-
ferent normalization.

An estimate of the uncertainty in the normalization factors
due to variations of the bound-nucleon wave function was
made by comparing NLSH/HS and NLSH-P/HS
normalization-factor ratios for each state holding the optical
potential and other model input constant. For the lowest-
lying 1p1/2- and 1p3/2-states and averaged over all data sets,
NLSH/HS ratios of 1.08 and 1.02 were obtained. Similarly,
NLSH-P/HS ratios of 0.96 and 0.87 were obtained. These
ratios are qualitatively consistent with the behavior of the
data and the calculations near the peaks of the momentum
distributions shown in Fig. 11. Therefore, a cautious estimate
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of the uncertainty due to the bound-nucleon wave function is
of order ±10%. Further, by changing the optical potentials
between EDAI-O and EDAD1 and holding the bound-
nucleon wave function and other model input constant,
EDAI-O/EDAD1 normalization-factor ratios for a given data
set withQ2,0.4 sGeV/cd2 averaged to about 0.90. This ra-
tio became 0.98 atQ2=0.8 sGeV/cd2, where the attenuation
in the potentials is practically identical. Therefore, the uncer-
tainty due to variations of the optical potential is at least
±5% and would probably be larger if the sample of “reason-
able” potentials were expanded.

The information presented in Table VII suggests that there
would be similar uncertainties in the normalization factors
for the Q2=0.8 sGeV/cd2 data arising from Gordon and
gauge ambiguities in the single-nucleon current operator.
Note that values ofSa for the same model are generally
larger in Table VII than in Table X because the former sum-
marizes a study of the entirepmiss range while the latter is
limited to pmiss,200 MeV/c, where the reaction model is
likely to be most accurate. Data for largerpmiss also tend to
have a higherx2. These problems for largepmiss may arise
from inaccuracies in the bound-nucleon wave functions

above the Fermi momentum, neglecting two-body currents,
neglecting channel coupling in the final state, or density de-
pendence in the form factors, to name a few. Therefore, a
realistic estimate of the model dependence of the normaliza-
tion factors for se,e8pd reactions should not be less than
±15% . This estimated precision is consistent with that sug-
gested in Ref.[2]—although the relativistic model improves
our description of ALT, recoil polarization, and other
normalization-independent features of the reaction, the
model dependencies that affect the normalization uncertainty
are not significantly improved. Assuming that the reaction
model is most reliable at largeQ2 and modestpmiss, the six
1p1/2- and 1p3/2-state normalization factors for data set(d) in
Table X (this work) were averaged to conclude that the nor-
malization factors for the lowest 1p1/2- and 1p3/2-states in
15N are approximately 0.63(9) and 0.60(9).

As previously mentioned, Leuschneret al. identified two
additional 1p3/2-states with excitation energies between 9
and 13 MeV that together carry approximately 11% of the
strength of the lowest-energy fragment. However, those
states were not resolved by the present experiment. If the
assumption is made that the same ratio applies atQ2

<0.8 sGeV/cd2, then the total 1p3/2 strength below 15 MeV
excitation is estimated to be approximately 67% of full oc-
cupancy, and the total 1p-shell spectroscopic strength below
15 MeV represents 3.9±0.6 protons or about 65% of full
occupancy. This result remains 10–20% below predictions
from recent calculations of the hole spectral function by Bar-
bieri and Dickhoff [112], but no experimental estimate for
the additional 1p-shell strength that might lurk beneath the
continuum is available.

To obtain more precise normalization factors, it would be
necessary to apply a relativistic analysis to data in quasiper-
pendicular kinematics for several values ofQ2 larger than
about 0.5sGeV/cd2 and with sufficient coverage of thepmiss

distribution to fit the bound-nucleon wave function requiring
that it be independent ofQ2. Although such data do not yet
exist for 16O, the recently completed experiment in Hall A at
Jefferson Lab will provide substantially more data points for
the criticalpmiss,200 MeV/c region forQ2=0.9 sGeV/cd2.

B. Q2-dependence of normalization factors

Lapikás et al. [113] have performed a similar type of
analysis of theQ2-dependence of the normalization factors
for the 12Cse,e8pd reaction. In their work, several data sets
with Q2,0.3 sGeV/cd2 were analyzed using a nonrelativis-
tic DWIA model. For each data set, a normalization factor
and the radius parameter for a Woods-Saxon binding poten-
tial were fitted to the reduced cross section for discrete states,
and the potential depths were adjusted to fit the separation
energies. Consistent normalization factors were obtained for
all data sets save those measured by Blomqvistet al. at
Mainz [114]. A new experiment was thus performed at
NIKHEF duplicating the Mainz kinematics. The new results
were also consistent with all data sets save those from
Mainz. Lapikáset al. thus concluded that the Mainz data

FIG. 24. Fits to various16Ose,e8pd data sets based on the HS
bound-nucleon wave function and the EDAD1 optical potential. See
Table IX for the key to the dataset labels. Open points and solid
lines pertain to the 1p1/2-state, while points and dashed lines pertain
to the 1p3/2-state. The dashed-dotted lines include the contributions
of the positive parity 2s1/21d5/2-doublet to the 1p3/2-state. Panel(d)
shows the data from this work.
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were normalized incorrectly.14 After excluding the Mainz
data, Lapikáset al. determined that the summed 1p-shell
strength for 12C could in fact be deduced from data for
Q2,0.3 sGeV/cd2 with an uncertainty of ±3%. However,
they did not consider the effects of variations of the optical
model or several other uncertain aspects of the reaction
model. As discussed previously, a more realistic estimate of
the relative uncertainty in the normalization factors must be
closer to ±15% due to the inevitable model dependence of
the DWIA. Furthermore, it is possible that variation of the
Woods-Saxon radius might affect the resulting normalization
factors. If the overlap function is an intrinsic property of the
nuclear wave function, it should not depend uponQ2. Fur-
ther, it should be possible to fit a common radius to all data
simultaneously; if not, the accuracy of the reaction model
must be questioned. And of course, it has been demonstrated
in recent years that a relativistic DWIA model is preferable
to a nonrelativistic approach.

Lapikás et al. also used the bound-nucleon wave func-
tions and normalization factors obtained from their nonrela-
tivistic analysis at lowQ2 to analyze the transparency of12C
for Q2 up to 7 sGeV/cd2 and the summed 1p- and 1s-shell
spectroscopic amplitude. They found the summed spectro-
scopic strength was approximately constant at 0.58 forQ2

ø0.6 sGeV/cd2, but rose for largerQ2 and appeared to ap-
proach the Independent-Particle Model limit of unity some-
where nearQ2<10 sGeV/cd2. They speculated that the ap-
parentQ2-dependence of this spectroscopic strength might
be related to the resolution at which a quasiparticle is probed,
with long-range correlations that deplete the single-particle
strength becoming less important at higherQ2 and finer reso-
lution. A subsequent analysis by Frankfurtet al. using
Glauber calculations for heavier targets[115] supports this
interpretation.

Little evidence is seen here for a systematic dependence
in the normalization factors upon eitherTp or Q2 for the
lowest 1p-states of16O for the data that are presently avail-
able. Unfortunately, these data do not reach high enoughQ2

to address the resolution hypothesis. Furthermore, the nor-
malization factors for two of the data sets appear to be
anomalously low. A normalization problem might not be too
surprising for data set(e) because it comes from one of the
earliest experiments on this reaction, but data set(g) comes
from a fairly recent experiment at Mainz and uses an ejectile
energy large enough for the reaction model to be reliable. As
discussed above for the case of12C, it is likely that data set
(g) also has a normalization error.15 If these two data sets are
disregarded, the remaining lowQ2 data are consistent with
the normalization factors deduced from the currentQ2

<0.8 sGeV/cd2 data.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The16Ose,e8pd reaction in QE, constantsq,vd kinematics
at Q2<0.8 sGeV/cd2, q<1 GeV/c, and v<445 MeV was
studied for 0,Emiss,120 MeV and 0,pmiss,350 MeV/c.
Five-fold differential cross-section data for the removal of
protons from the 1p-shell were obtained for
0,pmiss,350 MeV/c. Six-fold differential cross-section
data for 0,Emiss,120 MeV were obtained for
0,pmiss,350 MeV/c. These results were used to extract
the ALT asymmetry and theRL, RT, RL+TT, andRLT effective
response functions over a large range ofEmiss andpmiss.

The data were interpreted in subsets corresponding to the
1p-shell and the 1s1/2-state and continuum, respectively.
1p-shell data were interpreted within three fully relativistic
frameworks for single-particle knockout which do not in-
clude any two-body currents: RDWIA, ROMEA, and
RMSGA. Two-body current contributions to the ROMEA
and RMSGA calculations for the 1p-shell stemming from
MEC and IC were also considered. The 1s1/2-state and con-
tinuum data were considered within the identical ROMEA
framework both before and after two-body current contribu-
tions due MEC and IC were included.se,e8pNd contributions
to these data were also examined.

Overall, the RDWIA calculations provided by far the best
description of the 1p-shell data. Dynamic effects due to the
inclusion of the lower components of the Dirac spinors in
these calculations were necessary to self-consistently repro-
duce the 1p-shell cross-section data, theALT asymmetry, and
the RLT effective response function over the entire measured
range ofpmiss. Within the RDWIA framework, the four most
important ingredients were the inclusion of both bound-
nucleon and ejectile spinor distortion, the choice of current
operator, the choice of bound-nucleon wave function, and the
choice of optical potential. An inclusion of the spinor distor-
tion resulted in a diffractive change in slope inALT at pmiss
<300 MeV/c which agreed nicely with the data. A different
choice of current operator either damped out or magnified
this change in slope. A different choice of bound-nucleon
wave function changed thepmiss-location of the change in
slope, but preserved the magnitude. A different choice of
optical potential changed the magnitude of the change in
slope but preserved thepmiss-location.

As anticipated, sincepp<1 GeV/c, the ROMEA calcula-
tions provided a reasonable description of the 1p-shell data.
For this energy range, optical models generally provide an
overall better description of proton elastic scattering than
does the Glauber model. This is in part due to important
medium modifications of theNN interaction from Pauli
blocking and spinor distortion. Surprisingly, the unfactorized
“out-of-the-box” RMSGA calculation provided a fairly good
description of the 1p-shell data already at this relatively low
proton momentum. Adding the contributions of two-body
currents due to MEC and IC to the descriptions of the
1p-shell data provided by the bare ROMEA and RMSGA
calculations did not improve the agreement.

The RDWIA calculation with single-nucleon currents was
used to fit normalization factors to the data from this experi-
ment and from several other experiments at lowerQ2. Ignor-
ing two experiments which appear to have normalization

14Recall that similar doubts regarding the normalization of the
companion16Ose,e8pd experiment[15] at Mainz had been ex-
pressed earlier by Kelly[4], but independent data duplicating the
measurement are unfortunately not available.

15Difficulties associated with the reaction mechanism relatively
far from QE kinematics may also be partly responsible for the
anomalously low normalization factors for these data.
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problems, normalization factors of 0.63(9) and 0.60(9) were
obtained for the lowest 1p1/2- and 1p3/2-states with no sig-
nificant dependence uponQ2 or Tp. The estimated uncertain-
ties account for variations due to the choice of bound-
nucleon wave functions, optical potentials, and other aspects
of the model. After accounting for other known but unre-
solved 1p3/2-states, the total 1p-shell spectroscopic strength
below about 15 MeV excitation is estimated to be about
0.65±0.10 relative to full occupancy.

For 25,Emiss,50 MeV andpmissø145 MeV/c, the re-
action was dominated by the knockout of 1s1/2-state protons
and the cross section and effective response functions were
reasonably well-described by bare ROMEA calculations
which did not consider the contributions of two-body cur-
rents due to MEC and IC. However, aspmiss increased be-
yond 145 MeV/c, the single-particle aspect of the reaction
diminished. Cross-section data and response functions were
no longer peaked atEmiss<40 MeV, nor did they exhibit the
Lorentzians-shell shape. Already atpmiss=280 MeV/c, the
same bare ROMEA calculations that did well describing the
data forpmiss,145 MeV/c underestimated the cross-section
data by more than an order of magnitude. Including the con-
tributions of two-body currents due to MEC and IC im-
proved the agreement forEmiss,50 MeV, but the calcula-
tions still dramatically underpredict the data.

For 25,Emiss,120 MeV and pmissù280 MeV/c, the
cross-section data were almost constant as a function of both
pmiss and Emiss. Here, the single-particle aspect of the
1s1/2-state contributed,10% to the cross section. Two-
nucleonse,e8pNd calculations accounted for only about 50%
of the magnitude of the cross-section data, but reproduced
the shape well. The model, which explained the shape, trans-
verse nature, and 50% of the measured cross section, sug-
gested that the contributions of the two-nucleon currents due
to MEC and IC are much larger than those of the two-
nucleon correlations. The magnitude of the measured cross
section that remains unaccounted for suggests additional cur-
rents and processes play an equally important role.
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APPENDIX A: THEORETICAL FORMALISMS

1. RDWIA

The five-fold differential cross section for the exclusive
Ase,e8NdB reaction leading to a discrete final state takes the
form (see Ref.[2])

d5s

d« fdVedVN
= K

« f

«i

a2

Q4hmnWmn, sA1d

where

K = R pNEN

s2pd3 sA2d

is a phase-space factor,ki =s«i ,k id and kf =s« f ,k fd are the
initial and final electron momenta,pA=sEA,pAd and pB

=sEB,pBd are the initial and final target momenta,pN

=sEN,pNd is the ejected-nucleon momentum,q=ki −kf

=sv ,qd is the momentum transfer carried by the virtual pho-
ton, Q2=−qmqm=q2−v2 is the photon virtuality, and

R = U1 −
vN ·vB

vN ·vN
U−1

sA3d

(with vN=pN/EN) is a recoil factor which adjusts the nuclear
phase space for the missing-energy constraint. In the OPEA,
the invariant electroexcitation matrix element is represented
by the contraction of electron and nuclear response tensors of
the form

hmn = k jm jn
†l, sA4d

Wmn = kJmJn
†l, sA5d

wherejm is the electron current,Jm is a matrix element of the
nuclear electromagnetic current, and the angled brackets de-
note averages over initial states and sums over final states.
The reduced cross section is given by

sred=
d5s

d« fdVedVN
/KseN, sA6d

where

seN=
« f

«i

a2

Q4shmnWmndPWIA sA7d

is the elementary cross section for electron scattering from a
moving free nucleon in the Plane-Wave Impulse Approxima-
tion (PWIA). The PWIA response tensor is computed for a
free nucleon in the final state, and is given by

WPWIA
mn =

1

2
TraceJmJn†, sA8d

where

Jsf,si

m =Î m2

«i« f
ūsp f,sfdGmuspi,sid sA9d

is the single-nucleon current between free spinors normal-
ized to unit flux. The initial momentumspi =p f −qeffd is ob-
tained from the final ejectile momentumsp fd and the effec-
tive momentum transfersqeffd in the laboratory frame, and
the initial energy is placed on shell. The effective momentum
transfer accounts for electron acceleration in the nuclear
Coulomb field and is discussed further later in this section.

In the nonrelativistic PWIA limit,sred reduces to the
bound-nucleon momentum distribution, and the cross section
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given in Eq. (A1) may be expressed as the product of the
phase-space factorK, the elementary cross sectionseN, and
the momentum distribution. This is usually referred to “fac-
torization”. Factorization is not strictly valid relativistically
because the binding potential alters the relationship between
lower and upper components of a Dirac wave function—see
Ref. [116]. In this section, it is assumed that the nuclear
current is represented by a one-body operator, such that

Jm =E d3r expsit · r dkC̄s−dsp,r duGmufsr dl, sA10d

wheref is the nuclear overlap for single-nucleon knockout

(often described as the bound-nucleon wave function), C̄s−d

is the Dirac adjoint of the time-reversed distorted wave,p is
the relative momentum, and

t =
EB

W
q sA11d

is the recoil-corrected momentum transfer in the barycentric
frame. Heresv ,qd and EB are the momentum transfer and
the total energy of the residual nucleus in the laboratory
frame, respectively, andW=ÎsmA+vd2−q2 is the invariant
mass.

De Forest[117] and Chinn and Picklesimer[118] have
demonstrated that the electromagnetic vertex function for a
free nucleon can be represented by any of three Gordon-
equivalent operators:

G1
msp f,pid = gmGMsQ2d −

Pm

2m
F2sQ2d, sA12ad

G2
msp f,pid = gmF1sQ2d + ismn qn

2m
F2sQ2d, sA12bd

G3
msp f,pid =

Pm

2m
F1sQ2d + ismn qn

2m
GMsQ2d, sA12cd

whereP=sEf +Ei ,p f +pid. Note the correspondence with Eq.
(A13) below. AlthoughG2 is arguably the most fundamental
because it is defined in terms of the Dirac and Pauli form
factorsF1 and F2, G1 is often used because the matrix ele-
ments are easier to evaluate.G3 is rarely used but no less
fundamental. In all calculations presented here, the momenta
in the vertex functions are evaluated using asymptotic labo-
ratory kinematics instead of differential operators.

Unfortunately, as bound nucleons are not on shell, an off-
shell extrapolation(for which no rigorous justification exists)
is required. The de Forest prescription is employed, in which
the energies of both the initial and the final nucleons are
placed on shell based upon effective momenta, and the en-
ergy transfer is replaced by the difference between on-shell
nucleon energies in the operator. Note that the form factors
are still evaluated at theQ2 determined from the electron-
scattering kinematics. In this manner, three prescriptions

Ḡ1
m = gmGMsQ2d −

P̄m

2m
F2sQ2d, sA13ad

Ḡ2
m = gmF1sQ2d + ismn q̄n

2m
F2sQ2d, sA13bd

Ḡ3
m =

P̄m

2m
F1sQ2d + ismn q̄n

2m
GMsQ2d, sA13cd

are obtained, where

q̄ = sEf − Ēi,qd,

P̄ = sEf + Ēi,2p f − qd,

and whereĒi =ÎmN
2 +sp f −qd2 is placed on shell based upon

the externally observable momentap f andq evaluated in the
laboratory frame. When electron distortion is included, the
local momentum transferq→qeff is interpreted as the effec-
tive momentum transfer with Coulomb distortion. These op-
erators are commonly named CC1, CC2, and CC3, and are
no longer equivalent when the nucleons are off-shell. Fur-
thermore, the effects of possible density dependence in the
nucleon form factors can be evaluated by applying the Local
Density Approximation (LDA ) to Eq. (A13)—see Refs.
[80,118].

The overlap function is represented as a Dirac spinor of
the form

fkmsr d = S fksrdYkmsr̂d

ig−ksrdY−kmsr̂d
D , sA14d

where

Ykmsr̂d = o
n,ms

K,n
1

2
msu jmLY,nsr̂dxms

sA15d

is the spin spherical harmonic and where the orbital and total
angular momenta are, respectively, given by

, = SkSk +
1

2
D −

1

2
, sA16ad

j = Skk −
1

2
, sA16bd

with Sk=signskd. The functionsfk and gk satisfy the usual
coupled linear differential equations—see for example Ref.
[119]. The corresponding momentum wave function

f̃kmspmd =E d3r exps− ipm · r dfkmsr d sA17d

then takes the form

f̃kmspmd = 4pi−,S f̃kspmdYkmsp̂md

− Skg̃−kspmdY−kmsp̂md
D , sA18d

where

f̃kspmd =E drr2j,spmrdfksrd, sA19ad
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g̃−kspmd =E drr2j,8spmrdg−ksrd, sA19bd

and where in the PWIA, the initial momentumpm would
equal the experimental missing momentumpmiss. Thus, the
momentum distribution

rspmd =
1

2p2„u f̃kspmdu2 + ug̃kspmdu2… sA20d

is obtained, normalized to

4pE dppm
2 rspmd = 1 sA21d

for unit occupancy.
Similarly, let

Cs+dsp,r d =ÎE + m

2E
Scsr d

zsr d
D sA22d

represent a wave function of theN+B system with an incom-
ing Coulomb wave and outgoing spherical waves open in all
channels. Specific details regarding the boundary conditions
may be found in Refs.[94,120,121].

The Madrid RDWIA calculations[16] employ a partial-
wave expansion of the first-order Dirac equation, leading to a
pair of coupled first-order differential equations. Alterna-
tively, the LEA code[122] by Kelly uses the Numerov algo-
rithm to solve a single second-order differential equation that
emerges from an equivalent Schrödinger equation of the
form

f¹2 + k2 − 2msUC + ULSL · sdgj = 0, sA23d

where k is the relativistic wave number,m is the reduced
energy, and

UC =
E

m
FV +

m

E
S+

S2 − V2

2E
G + UD, sA24ad

UD =
1

2m
F−

1

2r2D

d

dr
sr2D8d +

3

4
SD8

D
D2G , sA24bd

ULS= −
1

2m

D8

rD
, sA24cd

D = 1 +
S− V

E + m
. sA24dd

S and V16 are, respectively, the scalar and vector potential
terms of the original four-component Dirac equation(see
Ref. [2]). Dsrd is known as the Darwin nonlocality factor and
UC and ULS are the central and spin-orbit potentials. The
Darwin potentialUD is generally quite small. The upper and

lower components of the Dirac wave function are then ob-
tained using

c = D1/2j, sA25ad

z =
s ·pc

E + m+ S− V
. sA25bd

This method is known as direct Pauli reduction[18,79]. A
very similar approach is also employed by Meucciet al.
[81]. A somewhat similar approach based on the Eikonal
Approximation (see the discussion of the ROMEA calcula-
tions in Appendix A 2) has been employed by Radiciet al.
[123,124].

For our purposes, the two most important differences be-
tween relativistic and nonrelativistic DWIA calculations are
the suppression of the interior wave function by the Darwin
factor in Eq.(A25a), and the dynamical enhancement of the
lower components of the Dirac spinor(also known as “spinor
distortion”) by the strong Dirac scalar and vector potentials
in Eq. (A25b).

As demonstrated in Refs.[18,125,126], the Darwin factor
tends to increase the normalization factors deduced using an
RDWIA analysis. Distortion of the bound-nucleon spinor de-
stroys factorization and at largepmiss produces important os-
cillatory signatures in the interference response functions,
ALT, and recoil polarization—see Refs.[19–21,94,127]. The
effect of spinor distortion within the Effective Momentum
Approximation(EMA) has been studied by Kelly[94]. The
LEA code has subsequently been upgraded to evaluate Eq.
(A25) without applying the EMA. These two methods for
constructing the ejectile distorted waves should be equiva-
lent. The predictions of theLEA and the Madrid codes given
identical input are compared in Sec. IV A.

The approximations made by DWIA violate current con-
servation and introduce gauge ambiguities. The most com-
mon prescriptions,

Jq → v

q
J0, sA26ad

Jm → Jm +
J ·q

Q2 qm, sA26bd

J0 → q

v
Jq, sA26cd

correspond to Coulomb, Landau, and Weyl gauges, respec-
tively. Typically, Gordon ambiguities and sensitivity to de-
tails of the off-shell extrapolation are largest in the Weyl
gauge. Although there is no fundamental preference for any
of these prescriptions, it appears that the data are in general
least supportive of the Weyl gauge. Further, the CC1 opera-
tor is the most sensitive to spinor distortion while the CC3
operator is the least. The intermediate CC2 is chosen most
often for RDWIA.

Besides the interaction in the final state of the outgoing
proton, in any realistic calculation with finite nuclei, the ef-
fect of the distortion of the electron wave function must be
taken into account. For relatively light nuclei and large ki-

16Note that the calculations in Ref.[2] using LEA neglected the
sS−Vd term and replaced the momentum in Eq.(A25b) by its
asymptotic value, an approach later called EMA-noSV, where EMA
denotes the Effective Momentum Approximation.
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netic energies, the EMA for electron distortion(the “qeff Ap-
proximation”) is sufficient—see Refs.[128,129]. In this ap-
proach, the electron current is approximated by

jmsqeffd <
k̄ik̄f

kikf
ūsk̄ fdgmusk̄ id, sA27d

whereqeff= k̄ i − k̄ f is the effective momentum transfer based
upon the effective wave numbers

k̄ = k + fZ
aZ

RZ
k̂ , sA28d

with fZ<1.5 andRZ<1.2A1/3. For all the RDWIA calcula-
tions presented in this paper that are compared directly with
data, this “qeff Approximation” has been used to account for
electron Coulomb distortion. Only the RPWIA and
RDWIAsUopt=0d comparison calculations shown in Fig. 7, the
baseline RDWIA comparison calculations shown in Figs. 8
and 9, and the RDWIA and RMSGA comparison calculations
shown in Fig. 10 omit the effect of electron Coulomb distor-
tion. This is equivalent to settingfZ=0 in Eq. (A28).

2. ROMEA/RMSGA

The Eikonal Approximation(EA) belongs to the class of
semi-classical approximations which are meant to become
“exact” in the limit of small de Brogliesdbd wavelengths,
ldb!a, wherea is the typical range of the potential in which
the particle is moving. For a particle moving in a relativistic
(optical) potential consisting of scalar and vector terms, the
scattering wave function takes on the EA form

cFsr d , 3 1

1

E + m+ S− V
s ·p 4eip·reiSsr dxms

. sA29d

This wave function differs from a relativistic plane wave in
two respects: first, there is a dynamical relativistic effect
from the scalarsSd and vectorsVd potentials which enhances
the contribution from the lower components; and second, the
wave function contains an eikonal phase which is determined
by integrating the centralsUCd and spin-orbitsULSd terms of
the distorting potentials along the(asymptotic) trajectory of
the escaping particle. In practice, this amounts to numeri-
cally calculating the integralfr ;sb ,zdg

iSsb,zd = − i
m

K
E

−`

z

dz8fUCsb,z8d + ULSsb,z8d

3fs · sb 3 K d − iKz8gg, sA30d

whereK ; 1
2sp+qd. Within the ROMEA calculation, the ei-

konal phase given by Eq.(A30) is computed from the rela-
tivistic optical potentials as they are derived from global fits
to elastic proton-nucleus scattering data. It is worth stressing
that the sole difference between the ROMEA and the
RDWIA models is the use of the EA to compute the scatter-
ing wave functions.

For proton lab momenta exceeding 1 GeV/c, the highly
inelastic nature of the elementary nucleon-nucleonNN scat-

tering process makes the use of a potential method for de-
scribing FSI effects somewhat artificial. In this high-energy
regime, an alternate description of FSI processes is provided
by the Glauber Multiple-Scattering Theory. A relativistic and
unfactorized formulation of this theory has been developed
by the Ghent Group[87,88]. In this framework, theA-body
wave function in the final state reads as

CA
psr ,r 2,r 3, . . . r Ad , Ô3 1

1

E + m
s ·p 4eip·rxms

3 CBsr 2, . . . ,r Ad, sA31d

where CB is the wave function characterizing the state in
which theB nucleus is created. In the above expression, the
subsequent elastic or “mildly inelastic” collisions which the
ejectile undergoes with “frozen” spectator nucleons are
implemented through the introduction of the operator

Ôsr ,r 2,r 3, . . . ,r Ad ; p
j=2

A

f1 − Gsp,b − b jdusz− zjdg,

where the profile function forpN scattering is

Gsp,bd =
spN

tots1 − iepNd
4pbpN

2 expS−
b2

2bpN
2 D .

In practice, for the lab momentum of a given ejectile, the
following input is required: the total proton-proton and
proton-neutron cross sectionspN

tot , the slope parameterbpN,
and the ratio of the real-to-imaginary scattering amplitude
epN. The parametersspN

tot , bpN, andepN are obtained through
interpolation of the data base made available by the Particle
Data Group[130]. The Ase,e8NdB results obtained with a
scattering state of the form of Eq.(A31) are referred to as
RMSGA calculations. It is worth stressing that in contrast to
the RDWIA and the ROMEA models, all parameters entering
the calculation of the scattering states in RMSGA are directly
obtained from the elementary proton-proton and proton-
neutron scattering data. Thus, the scattering states are not
subject to theSV effects discussed in Appendix A 1, which
typically arise when relativistic potentials are employed.
However, theSV effects are included for the bound-state
wave function.

Note that for the kinematics of the16Ose,e8pd experiment
presented in this paper, the de Broglie wavelength of the
ejected proton isldb<1.3 fm, and thus both the optical po-
tential and the Glauber frameworks may be applicable. In-
deed, forTp<0.433 GeV, various sets of relativistic optical
potentials are readily available andldb appears sufficiently
small for the approximations entering the Glauber frame-
work to be justifiable—see Ref.[87].

APPENDIX B: A “DIP”-REGION INVESTIGATION

A small portion of the beam time allocated to the mea-
surement discussed in the main body of this article was used
for an exploratory investigation of the “dip” located in the
energy-transfer region between the QE peak and the
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Ds1232d-resonance. For this investigation, Ebeam

=1.643 GeV was employed, and the HRSe position and cen-
tral momentum were fixed atue=37.17° and pe

=1056 MeV/c, respectively. This resulted in q
<1.026 GeV/c, v<589 MeV, Q2<0.706sGeV/cd2, and

y=0.16.17 The HRSh was then positioned atuh=38.45°
supq=0°d and its central momentum varied from
828 MeV/c to 1190 MeV/c in five steps of Dpp
<70 MeV/c per step. These momentum settings were close
enough to each other that there was adequate acceptance
overlap between them to allow for radiative corrections to be
performed. The configuration of the experimental apparatus
and data-acquisition system was identical in all aspects to
that used for the QE measurement. The data analysis was
also identical to that performed on the QE data, save for an
additional cut to remove Hse,e8pdp0 events.

Figure 25 shows the measured cross-section data for the
dip region as a function ofEmiss compared to calculations by
the Ghent Group forEbeam=1.643 GeV. The dashed curve is
the bare ROMEA calculation for proton knockout from the
1s1/2-state of16O and the solid curve is the same calculation
including the effects of MEC and IC(see the main text of
this article for further details). A normalization factor of 1.0
was employed for these calculations. The dashed-dotted
curve illustrates the calculatedse,e8pNd contribution. In con-
trast to the QE energy region, the bare calculation actually
overestimated the 1s1/2-state strength in these kinematics.
Also in contrast to the QE energy region, the inclusion of
MEC and IC decreased the magnitude of the calculated cross
section and improved the agreement. Finally, while the
se,e8pNd calculations have the measured flat shape for
Emiss.100 MeV, they are twice as large as the cross-section
data.
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